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Provost rejects

UA, GSC request
By Reuven M. Lerner
Provost Mark S. Wrighton has
turned down a request by the Undergraduate Association and
Graduate Student Councils to include students on the search
committee for a new dean of

I

engineering.

The committee, which is expected to be appointed later this
week, will help Wrighton choose
a successor to current Dean Ger-

Douglas 1D.Keller/The Tech
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President Charles M. Vest gives blood at the Technology Comrmunity Association
blood drive in La Sala de Puerto Rico last Friday. The drive continues through this
week.
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Keg·,ban formally changed
By Prabhat Mehta
The keg ban instituted this
term- as- part of a revised alcohol
policy statement- yet to be released has. been officially anended to reflect the Limitations on its
applicability.

In a letter sent to house presidents and social chairs on Oct.
27, Associate Dean for Student
Affairs James R. Tewhey outlined the modifications and formally defined what constitutes a
keg.
"We made the modification
because a number of student
groups, including the [U1ndergraduate Association] and people
from the houses, had talked to us
about possible changes that
might both clarify the policy and
make it more manageable in living groups," Tewhey said in an
interview last week.
."The initial ban, as it was put
in place . . ., said not under any
circumstances could kegs be
available in houses at any time,"
he explained. "The modification
is a bit more extensive."
r
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"Kegs may be used in MIT- and independent living groups.
approved housing," the letter
The modified policy also
states, "if the event is licensed by means that for the first time frathe City of Cambridge or if a ternities and other ILGs will have
function has been approved by to register parties with MIT if
the Student Activities Section of they apply for liquor licenses in
-the Office of the Dean for Stu- the city of Cambridge, Dorow
dent Affairs."
said. Previously, no '"off-camHowever, since the city of Bos- pus') parties were required to
ton banned kegs from dormito- register with MIT, he said.
ries and fraternities last year,
The letter also explains what
"kegs will continued to be
(Please turn to page 23)
Institute living.
banned in ...
groups" in Boston.
"The effect of these modifications," the letter concludes, "is to
allow kegs in public and private
parties in MIT approved living
groups [in Cambridge] so long as
those events are either licensed to
By Joanna Stone As the final hours of political
sell beer and wine or registered
through the Student Activities campaigning come to an iend, the'
outcome of today's vote is too
Section of the [ODSA]."
Since parties which apply for close-to call in many state and
liquor licenses must be registered national elections.
The two major candidates for
through Student Activities first,
all on-campus parties involving governor of Massachusetts are
kegs will now have to be ap- Republican candidate William F
proved by MIT, said. Neal H. Weld and Democrat John F.
D)orow, advisor to fraternities Silber. According to a Boston

ald L. Wilson '61, who announced his resignation last
April. Wilson had originally
planned to step down as of September, but agreed to continue
through the end of January.
While Wrighton has the ultimate power to choose the new
dean, he has asked members of
the faculty and administration to
help him make the selection.
Candidates are almost all expected to come from inside of MIT,
although no names have surfaced
so far. Wrighton is said to have
set a target date of Jan. 15 'for
the appointment.
At a meeting with student leaders last week, Wrighton said he
did not think students would offer a, unique perspective, and
thus was unsure whether students
would- be- valuable members of
the committee.
But UA President Manish
Bapna '91 disagreed, saying that
faculty members he had spoken
with felt differently. "Most faculty that have worked with students

*
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*
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Glabe/WBZ-TV poll released
yesterday, both candidates were
statistically even, each holding 43
percent of the vote.
The alternative candidate is
Len Umina, of the High Technology Party. Umina is expected to
receive only two percent of the
vote.
Twelve percent of the voters remain undecided, and it is their
Is

_

The second floor of the west side of Baker House was flooded
Sunday night, after a pipe in the sprinkler system was broken.
-The accident, which occurred at about 6:15 pm, resulted in up to
three inches of flooding, according to Rajesh Suryadevara 594, a
floor resident. "The sprinkler probably broke because somebody
was doing pull-ups on the system," he said.
Baker Housemaster and Professor of Ilistory William B. Watson
said that the exact cause of the leak has not yet been determined.
He'added 'that according to the fire department, the pipe was
sheared-off and could not have broken on its-own. No one has
claimed responsibility for the action, he said.
The fire department estinmated that water gushed out at a rate of

have attended to it immediately.
The water trickled down to the first floor of the dormitory and
resulted in some residents getting drenched, Suryadevara said. According to one student, the damages were estimated at between
$3000 and t400O, including at least one stereo system on the first
(Please turn to page 21)
floor.
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Donna Coveneiy/MIT News Office

Provost Mlark S. Wrighton
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votes that the candidates have
been scurrying to secure during
the final countdown to election
day.
The race between Silber and
Weld has been a close one that
has been marked by strong words
and temperamental actions.
Weld stands as a Republican in
a traditionally Democratic state.
He has attempted to balance his
conservative views on matters
such as gun control, prisons and
taxes by his relatively large acceptance by prominent liberals
who are put off by Silber.
(Please turn to page 2)
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over 300 gallons per minute, according to one resident, of Baker.
Sylvain Levesque G. the floor's graduate resident tutor, said that
"nobody in the dormlitory could stop the [sprinkler] system. Physical Plant was, informed, and it took them about 20 minutes to
reach the, site."
He said that although it is difficult to estimate the exact extent
of damage, 'the flooding resulted in the wetting of shoes and other
personal belongings of some students."
Levesque added that damage would have been much less if the
accident had occurred on a weekday, as the house manager could
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Challengers capitalize on anger over incumbents
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Weld and Silber in dead heat

breaks
pipe
Baker water
Rao
By Laksbmana

bm

in sensitive issues do feel that students offer an invaluable perspective that should not be avoided,"
he said.
Bapna said that while he does
not think students will initially be
appointed to the committee, the
faculty and administrators who
are appointed might vote to
approve one or two student
members.
"Wrighton's main objective is
to find the best people for these
positions," Bapna said. "If he
finds [committee members want
students on the committee], I do
-'.not see him discouraging them in
any manner.'
(Please turn to page 2)
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Residents of Baker House clean up after a broken sprinkler pipe flooded the second floor Sunday.
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Republican~
upet
(Continuedfrom page 1)

Silber, president of Boston
University, has made remarks
throughout the campaign that
have been called sexist and racist.
He has been prone to temper
outbursts.
Two days ago, Silber appeared
on the CBS news program Face
the Nation. In a preview to the
show, host Leslie Stahl said that
Silber had refused to campaign in
Roxbury, referring to the black
residents as drug addicts, had
called Jews racist, and had said
that working mothers contribute
to child neglect and child abuse.
After watching the preview,
Silber became angry and denounced Stahl's reporting, tellinlg
her he would win Tuesday's election "despite the efforts of people like yourself to distort my record." To which Stahl replied,

where Democrats far outnumber
Republicans.
State races, and
propositions

Another Republican upset, in
this traditionally Democratic
state may occur in the race for
treasurer. Republican candidate
Joseph Malone was said to be
running 20 points ahead of his
Democratic rival, William Galvin, in polls yesterday. Galvin,
however, said he is nowhere near
declaring defeat. He claimed his
field organizer is "second only to
John Silber's" and that he will
get the vote out on election day,
when it counts.
In the US Senate election, Republican Jim Rappaport is hoping to unseat Democrat incumbent John Kerry. This campaign
has been plagued with reciprocal
insults. Rappaport has brought
"4Wow! You're angry."
Weld has attempted to, capital- up Kerry's Senate votes in favor
ize on Silber's outbursts, empha- of increased taxes, while Kerry
sizing his own relative stability has responded by describing Rapand maintaining that he will be paport's admission to withholdelected governor despite 'his Re- ing several hundred pages of adpublican partisanship in a states dendum and documentation from

"dat,--W~iiam 06~1 'u,Bcyadmitted
''
ce e
syh
'"
'his tax retur Lrn release.
'There arg-e several state-wide
'
as signi 'at
,thtgapq>e~rli'gm
.-.
taxes inq, 196< s,'hen Teas,: was i
propositions nte-ballot. Qqies- '
'
neooic
"siump;owvera
tion l,'-if 1passed, would repeal
Of-riclrinterest esewhere-' poll takze "- on"~Sind' -by -The
the constituiitionally required de.
eteuenao
ouston-,.Chronickl, -showed-V1-Wl
cennial state :ecenlsus- Question. 2 ntento
useasharplimittionrial races'-in-the big, tatess ,,Gover,- lams~,th-htly' hbd--.ihrs
would impo.
b ofcosultans and.nors-of-.those~,"sta'fes"-willbere
Gllth&_ impo r n-'races inci
on the use
vvidrs o sevice.
spnsile fr dawiitg, new,-, N hicign'er-"tGcontract pro
Question 3? sponsored by Cit-ipoi ca
as-wihLcu
vSL*-1.,X
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zens for Limnited Taxation, would swing more than 40 seats from feat-froin Rpblican rival, John
heitgler_ ,The'rJs-'much- disconen
oaohri
reduce state tax rates, license fees onEat
in Mician with the in~cumbent
,
sllbyinependnt, House of Representatlives.
and charges
ritis to'ther
Ja. 1,
The California gubernatorial -gqvirnmenlt. Howevern Exigler,
state authori
1988 levels. This question has race is thought to be the "biggest head'dof. the, Republican-, State
d fiecely
y gubrna-prize in the 1990 elections" Sena- Senates is-also seei sanicm
been debate~
torial and other candidates, in tor Pete, Wilson, a moderate Re- bent 'arid, thu s; does not- benefit
e ofbuget
he cisispublican and former mayor of from the~ disc~ontent. Recent pol
part because
and econorrnic hardships whichi
San D~iego, was said yesterday to have shown, Blanch'ard comforthold an edge over Democ~ratic ably irt the lead..:' .
Massachusetl tts is facing.
In Ohio;. Repubfican candidate
Question 4 would reduce the candidate and, for merSan Fran?-,,
signature
requiredcisco Mayor Dianne Feinstein
George,: inovi&h, formerMao
number. of
political
arties and
The race was said to have be- of- ',Clevelandi -As'gutn ' eight
for smaller
: canidate
to qalifycome a contest between cities, points 'aheatd'of. Demo~r~i' rival
independent
g balot.And
on he
,witheach candidate professing Anthony J; Ceebrezze- The
for appeariq
would
mandate
that
that his/her former mayoral dis- Democratic incumbent governor,
Question 5
state aid to municipalities be a ,trict was better maintained, eco, Rich~ard ICelesteI, is -stepping
f 40 pecent
o statenomicall physically and socially' dow
-minimum of
Also of particular interest is- -Also stepping,'down -is James
receipts fronm income, sales and

corporate

ta

axesin
aditin tothe senate race in North Carolid
nag where, Senlator -Jesse Helms,
faces possible defeat- by Democrat Harvey Gantt MCP '70, the
only major party black senatorial
candidate.
In Texas, -Republican Clayton
Williams is running against State
Treasurer Ann Richards. -On Fri-

lottery distrilibution.

R.' Thomps'on, wvo'- -has been
governor of I'llinois for 1.4 -years.
'Comp eting for' the nlow vacant
-seat are -Democrat Neil Hatigan
and Republican' Jim Edgar.And in Florida, Democrat former-Senatoir Lanton Chiles seems
' to have an edge over incumbent
Governor Bob Martinez.
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Best Bar For Hanging Out With Friends:

FATHER'S FORE.s
"Mainy.MIT stu'de'ntshang-out there",;
William Chu/The Tech

This sculpture was part of the ArtTransition '90 conference held last week.
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Wrighton denies IA, -S
((Continued fromi page 1)

Both the UA and GSC see this
committee as a possible precedenlt for student involvement in
other committees, including those
which will search for other
administrators.
Many~deans are expected to re-Sigllor retire within the next year,.
includinlg Associate Provost for
Educational Programs and Policy
Samuel J. Keyser, Associate Provost and Vice President for Re-

search Kenneth A. Smith '58,
Dean of Science Gene M. Brown,
Dean 'for Undergraduate Education Margaret L. A. MacVicar
565 and Dean of the Graduate
School Frank L. Perkins '55.
In addition, permanent replacements will have to be found
for Acting Dean for Student Affairs Arthur C. Smith and Acting
Dean of the School of Humanlities and Social Science Philip S.
Khoury.

-300 Mass Ae
Cambridg - ear' MIT

request'
Wrighton indicated to the students that the search committee
for each position will varyr,but
did not say whether there will be
student members on any of them.
Bapna said that he would like
one undergraduate and one grad*uatestudent to be appointed by
Wrighton to each commnittee.
"Students should be on all committeesunless there is a compelling reason for them not to be,"
he said.
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3Italian minister proposes new alliance

Should the United"States and Canada join Europe? Itathe %VUII%.lt
Council VI
of SUNUP
lrotne
lY'S *Vsss
foreign 11"auauEs^
minister. thinlk
*;
sa
WtW%
lulcsqhnolnd
1UlU
vote both nations into, a new body that would also include
members of the old goviet Bloc. The council wants to
emerge frorn the restructuring of Europe as a political
counterpart to organizations like the North Atlantic Trea-ty Organization. The United States has been leery of join.ing a European council like this, figuring it would not get
the authority that would be its due as a big power.

Bakert-meets With-K uwaiti emir
sr

P
0
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Secretary of State -James A. "Baker III said yesterday
that- the Persian Gulf criSsis is -entering a new phase, and
that the United States must put- itself into position to "exercise any options." Baker did not explain whzft-those options are. He added that he will' not '"rule out resort to
force." And while reiterating the administration policy of
keeping its military options-open, Baker also said the
United States is seeking a diplomatic Solution.-,
Among the leaders Baker is meeting with'in Shiidi Arabia is the ousted emir of K-ovait. The exhir said yesterday
that he wants to see- the liberation of.his country as soon
as possible.; Baker said he did not discuss a 'possible
military timetable-with the Emir.
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killing each
other in South Africa

~Students

~lhhl

South African police said yesterday that students are
killing each other in. fighting over' whether to take high
school examinations. Some students, demand a boycott to
protest the quality of education in black townships. But
the current killings go beyond the school -officers said
other'deaths came-out of clashes between rival taxi comnpanies. So far, they said, almost 30 blacks have been'
killed.

Some- hostages, call home

Gaza residents under curfew
Over 150,000 Palestinians are under Israeli orders to
rirfew arniinto effePtt
in milch
nnt
lence hme- an v.cq
new
IIVL MaVU
d
I1CW S;Ul IW
VCub IIILV
C11CLA III llubl
of the Gaza Strip. It follows two days of rioting in which
hospitals in the region said Israeli gunfire wounded at
least 185 Palestinians. A count by a United Nations agency that oversees Palestinian aid programs indicates that
350 other Gaza residents were hurt by rubber bullets,
beatings and tear gas.

Americans are hearing from some, of the hostages that
Iraq is holding, but they are not always hearing, a lot. Iraq
allowed some captives to make phone calls over the weeks
end. But Ann Hoffina of Columbus, GA, said her son,
Miles, was cut off when he stpted talking about his injured arm. AnI Iraqi- soldier -hd shot him during an
Kahane shot dead in New York
escape attempt. - The founder of. th`0e<Jewish Defense, League was, shot
The State Department said many of the detainees and killed in Newt ,o"A-city last 'night. Witnesses said
backed up what US 'officials have been hearing for a Rabbi Meir Kahane, a former member of the Israeli parwhile, that their food is poor and they are frequently cold liament, was shot in a Manhattan hotel where he had givas winter approaches. Spokesman Richard Boucher said en a speech to the Zionist Emergency Evacuation Rescue
Iraq should just let the hostages go.
Organization. There is no -word on the identity of the
Meanwhile, a British.lawmaker is criticizing families of gunman, who was 'also wounded by an off-duty postal
the hostages held by-.Iraq. Sir- John Stokes said he is "sick service policemn.t Kahane, a leader of Israel's anti-Arab
and tired of the mewting and puking'. by the hostage fam- %Kachparty, gave up his US citizenship to run for a seat in
ilies. The Conservative Party -member added, "Cannot Israel's parliament. He was barred from running for rethese people keep a stiff upper. lip and think of the election in 1988, by 'a law that prohibited parties with
country as a whole?"
raj-ist platforms.--~
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Republicans acquitted on
voter intimidation charge
The Republican National Committee is off the hook. A
federal judge in New Jersey has ruled that the GOP was
not involved in efforts aimed at intimidating black and
elderly voters in the hotly contested Senate race in North
Carolina, where incumbent Jesse Helms is in a tight race
with black Democrat Harvey Gantt MCP '70. Republicans sent cards to predominantly minority districts in
North Carolina warning voters against making false statements when they register. Yesterday, Helms charged that
he had been forced into running a negative campaign
against his opponent.

0

First sign of winter . . snow?
The low pressure center, with its associated
frontal system, that has been responsible for our
recent cloudiness is going to bring us rain for today.
It will move offshore tonight, leaving clear skies
behind it. Wednesday should- be clear, but a second
frontal systen,'now located in the Midwest, will
come in Wednesday night, bringing precipitation to
the area on Thursday, possibly in the form of snow
flurries. Temperatures will remain below normal for
Thursday and Friday.

Bush] campaigns for Texas Republican
President George Bush was stumping across Texas yes-

terday, hoping to make a difference in a governlor's -race
that is hotter than a jalape'no pepper -the one between
Republican Clayton-Williams and Democrat Ann Richards. He urged voters give the state's top job to the GOP,
saying that voters can blamne the Democrats for what is
wrong with the federal budget agreement he worked out'
with Congress. Bush signed the some-new-taxes, ,somespending-cuts plan yesterday.

Gay s-oldier-,.returns to sdfwice.
The military ban on gays -is not I-absolute. The US Supreme Court has let stand a lower court order to let a gay
soldier re-enlist in the am-y.- The man is a 16-year veteran
and admitted his homosexuality when he was drafted.

The Army had allowed him to re-enlist several

but

timnes,

tried to discharge him in 1982.
In other Supreme Court news, the justices said that
they approved of government confiscation of property
from stores convicted of dealing in obscenity. The court
-rejected an adult bookstore's challenge of an Illinois antipornography law.

Tuesday afternoon: Cloudy with rain in the
United Press International said yesterday that it plans
to liquidate the 83-year-old news service on Nov. 16 unless
union officials accept a big pay cut. Managers said they
cannot be sure they will have enough money to meet payroll if the deal is rejected.

Fewer homes were sold last summer

Accused murderer surrenders

Sales of existing homes from July through September

slipped 2-.5 percent from a year ago, according to the Na?
-1

afternoon. High 57 'F (I4IC). Light easterly
winds in the mornings shifting to west-northwest
and picking up to 10-15 mph (16-24 kph) in the
afternoon.
Tuesday night: Clearing. Low of 40'F (4°C).
Continued northwest winds 10-15 mph (16-24
kph).
Wednesday: Mostly clear and sunny High 51'F
(11C). Clouding up in the evening. Low 35°F
(2 °C).
Thursday: Cloudy with a chance of flurries. High
50°F (109C).
Forecast by Yeh-Kai Tung

UPI might dissolve soon

A Mississippi man suspected of killing four of his
nieces and nephews has surrendered to police. Henry
Jackson Jr. had been- on.the run since last Thursday. One
police officer said thp man "apparently was tired of
running, running, and running.

tional Association of Realtors. The group predicts home
resales 'will remain slow in -the first half of next year
becaluse of the weakening economy. This was the third
consecutive quarterly drop in sales.
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bioremediation, WoodwcmdClyde's Professional

Mchael Piotowslt, Ph.D.
Sr. Proect Scientst

Waocdwad"l·Clyde is People'.

wwodwardClyde I
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Consulting Engineers * Geologists - Environmental Scientists

We will be on campus Monday, November 19.
Please see your career services office to arrange an interview.
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EDITORIAL

Tewhey's response
S
Is
appropriatee
Uncontrolled drinking is on the rise on area campuses. At Boston College, 31 students - twice as many as last year - have
been hospitalized in alcohol-related incidents so far this year, The
Boston Globe reported on Saturday. According to a recent article
in The HarvardCrimson, six students were treated at the university's medical center in alcohol-related incidents over a single weekend. These incidents demonstrate a failure on the part of students
to safeguard their own health.
At MIT, the recent conviction of Thomas S. Yang '91 on assault
and battery charges reminds us of the close connection between
drinking and violence. Often, that violence takes the form of sexual assault; at least one instance of acquaintance rape has been reported this year in which alcohol was used at levels resulting in
memory loss. A recent Medical Department survey of 1000 undergraduates found that 22 percent of them "had been on the receiving end of an unwelcomed sexual proposition by somebody who
was inebriated," according to Associate Dean for Student Affairs
James R. Tewhey.
In this context, it is most appropriate for Tewhey to advocate
increased measures to combat alcohol abuse by students. At a recent Undergraduate Association Council meeting, he told council
representatives, "I have no desire at all to end underage drinking.... I do, though, have the desire to have people respond responsibly to the issue of alcohol." He felt students must become
more active in policing their own behavior. He was right, and his
efforts have been commendable. Most impressive among his initiatives has been his recent amendment to the surprise ban on kegs
instituted this term.
As a story in The Tech published over a month ago indicated
["Keg ban does not apply to big parties," Sep. 211, the keg ban is
essentially a non-policy: It does not apply to large parties with
one-day liquor licenses - precisely those in which most beer
drinking takes place. Tewhey's amendment is a confirmation of
the keg ban's impotence, and for that reason it sends the proper
signal: Students will not have to take their drinking underground
and turn to more concentrated, and hence dangerous, forms of
alcohol. The keg ban was a hasty, misguided response to alcohol
abuse, and did nothing but harbor potential for exacerbating the
problem. Indeed, in Saturday's Globe article, Boston College's
dean for student development, Robert Sherwood, said part of the
blame for increased alcohol abuse on his campus fell- on its ban on
kegs and a resulting rise in the use of hard liquor. This assessment
seems obvious; beer contains less alcohol and is much more filling
than hard liquors. Thus, those who conrsune" vodka or whiskey
will find it much easier than. ber drinkers to drink at levels whith
pose danger to themselves and others.
Tewhey is correct to adopt a tougher stance on alcohol. And-his
decision to downplay the keg ban does not counter those efforts.
We now challenge him to fully repeal this defunct policy and deal
with alcohol abuse problems more directly.
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Singapore's problems remain
Column by Matthew H. Hersch
As a political columnist for The Tech I have read when he formally protested Lee's harassment of his
many a reply to my political views. As, a writer un- party. Chia'no* lives in e'xile for, political crimes.
dersta'nding the importance of free speech and indi- He has niever been tried
vidual beliefs, I encourage these responses and hope
Last year's Asia Watch human rightfs survey listed
that my writing will make people think and react, '"-Lee's government as engaging in' 'a systematic camno matter how positively or negatively.
paign to destroy both civl socieity.-and the rule of
However, when, Iam frontally- assaulted by a bar- law." The group has implicated Lee's government in
rage of namecalling, as lcwas 'by-David-B. Mercer
helabuse of hitadkthfiocic:'t
welfr organiza'92 in a recent letter ["Singapore column misleads,"' tions, the national university, media corresponNov. 21, I must respond, especially when the letter dents, and opposition political parties.
in question is founded upon mindless drivel, as his
was.
Mercer responds to my last column ["Tech
banned in Singapore," Oct. 231, which criticized
Singapore's newest anti-press legiStation as an undemocratic initiative on the part of Singapore's
-I·
ul

prime minister, Lee Kuan Yew. In a brief two paragraphs, Mercer arrives at the conclusion-that, in the
column, I displayed a "great- ignorance" of the
"geographical, historical, and political situAtion 'of
Southeast Asia."'
Mercer wrongly concludes that as I mentioned no
other research source besides an article which appeared in TI~e Economist, I had none, and was
therefore misinformed. He then proceeds to provide
a stunningly apologetic and. insulated view of thepolitical situ~aiton in Singapore and Lee's god-like
benevolence and success. To M~ercer, even Lee's
unimpressive showing at the last election was the
result of his own "finie leadership."
However, Mercer fails to mention any sources for
his information, leading me to believe that he synthesized it based on his own extensive diplomatic
experience with Singapore. Having known a citizen
of Singapore for five years, I can safely say that
political conditions in Singapore are nlot as rosy as
he believes.

I~~~~~~~~~~L--_

)-II~~~~~~~.

_To Merge'r 'even Lee's.
unrim pressive showing at the.
last election was-the
result of hisoWN "fine
leaderthlp.

The report."states that Singapore's government
has "mistreated detainees,-jailed them again. for
complaining about', mistfreiatlmef" jailed their- -aw.yers and even pursued a vendetta beyond the boiders of Singapore against one do -the lawyers for the
detainees who was also an opposition -spokesman."
Such behavior is hardly the '"nurturing" of "opposition" that Mercer calls it.
While providing a sparkling propagandist, encyclopedia-lile explanation of democracy in Singapore in defense of his views, Mercer fails to address
the real issue, the recently approved anti-press lawi
Mercer may babble all he wants. about Lee's supposed love of "opposition," 'but he cannot, and
does not, dispute the fact that Singapore's parliament, under Lee's guidance, imposed an unusually
I
--L·
·
P
,
--r
I
ys
harsh
sedition standard on a democratic nation.
----Mercer's analysis is fervent and spiteful, but he irresponsibly skirts the issue with unsupported declardaLast year's Asia Watch
tions and excuses for a government he apparently
human rights sjurvey listed
knows little about.
Despite Mercer's passionate disagreement with
Lee's government as
me and my views with which he began his letter, the
engaging in 'a systematic
piece metamorphosizes by the, end into a dispute
about the editorial content of the Asian WallStreet
campaign to destroy both
Journal. The newspaper, which he claims was never
civil society and the rule of
banned (I never said it was), he believes, was inaccurately portrayed as an Asian version of the Amerlaw."
ican newspaper. Mercer insists hat the two are
under different management, when, in fact, the
Mercer asserts that Lee established seats in Par- Dow Jones publishing group-owns both.
liament for opposition leaders in an effort to nurMercer also insists' that the Asian Wall Street
ture opposition parties. Mercer fails to mention Journal Carl be found in 'the many libraries around
that the first opposition party member elected to the nation."
Parliament since the 1960s, J. B. Jeyaretnam, was
Mercer hasn't read a newspaper in months.
flushed out by government-sponsored lawsuits. Lee
The Dow Jones group announced weeks ago that
may place his own cronies in power, but legitimate efforts by Lee's government to squeeze the paper
opposition leaders are arrested, convicted, or just out of circulation forced'it to halt distribution to
exiled. Chia Thye Poh, a member of Parliament, Singapore.
was brought up on charges of being a communist
While I can appreciate Mercer's disagreement
with my column, his personal opinions and bogus
MlatthewH.H'ersch, a freshman, is.an associate analysis do not warrant his unsportsman-like
opinion editor of The Tech. .
accusations of my ignorance.
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School's hypermsensitivity reaches new heights
Column by Bill Jackson
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From what I can gather, this year at
MIT is shaping up to be one of hyper-sensitivity. We are diverse; we are open-minded; and we are hypersensitive. It doesn't
take a lot to see what I mean. Just look at.
a few articles from recent issues of The
Tech.
Take, for example, the painting-over-ofthe-Smoots incident a week ago Saturday.
For those of you who've had your head up
an orifice for- the past 33 years,. the
Smoots were a fraternity prank, a joke. In
1958, Lambda Chi Alpha took'a pledge
and measured the Hahvahd Bridge in
terms of his height, 'by laying him out
across the bridge.
It was a funny prank. Whenever a
friend is visiting Cambridge, the odds are
that I'll tell him or her the Smoots story.
We'll walk across the bridge, and I'll point
out the markings, and my friend will
laugh. It's amusing.
On the front page of the Oct. 30 Tech,
we find a story with a huge photo marked,
'SAE makes its own Smoots." Apparently
some unauthorized members, of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon painited their own markings
over the Smoots. The article discusses the
serious nature of the offense in sobering
terms. "This is a little more serious," says
LCA President Brian S. Teeple '91, 'than
the pledge raids that usually go on." Cue
the violins, please.
IT WAS A PRANK! It was a. joke! I
don't think the--brothers who began the
Smoots sat around thinking about the
long-term implications of the prank they
were puffing. I think they were probably
blasted on a few cases. of Schlitz or some
other premium 1958 beer, and they
thought it would be goofy to lay this poor
guy Oliver Smoot across the bridge. It
wasn't a great event in MIT history, full of
long-term implications and'haughty tradition., It was a bunch of drunk guys rolling
another guy around. Not exactly something to write home about.
So the sobriety with which the issue is,
being treated (Smoots "are part of MIT
tradition, not justa --fraternity prank,"
says Teeple) is a little unhatural. They are
just a fraternity prank. They're a good
fraternity prank, and a funny one, but
that is what they ae. Now look, I don't
Bill Jaclson-'93, an associate opinion

editor, awaits responses to this column
with fire ejinguisher in hand.

meaning group of people look rudely sexist. I don't think that anyone sat around
Hyper-sen'sitivity. L6"t's all try it for a while. I
looking at the first draft of the poster, saying, "Hey, how can we change this poster
expect letters to The Tech attacking the insulting
to rudely denigrate women and insult
nature of Theta Delta Chi's Electric Jell-O Party
them? Let's give the chick a mini-skirt and
put a studly guy's hand on her thigh."
(not all Jell-O is electric, and that's an insulting
OK, so it's a bad image that ended up
stereotype) or Zeta Psi's mascot (not all devils are
on the poster. So what should we do, print
Tazmanian, you know).
the offense in -The Tech? Publicize it far
more than the original pestering ever did?
Yeah, sounds good. Much better than quiwant the brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha self? That sounds like an insulting stereo- etly asking the groups responsible for the
to write letters to the editor accusing me type to me. Who says she didn't put his poster to take it down and eliminate it
of insensitivity to their tradition, because I hand there on her own? My head spins from existence completely.
understand that re-marking the Smoots is with confusion about the hyper-sensitivity
Hyper-sensitivity. Let's all try it for a
of the entire issue.
part of being an LCA pledge.
while.
I expect letters to The Tech attackFolks, it isjust a poster. Did anyone see
So go clean up the bridge, and have
SAE help you do it. However, it's not like the poster and run out to plant their hand ing the insulting nature of Theta Delta
Chi's Electric Jell-O Party (not all Jell-O is
anyone urinated on the picture of Julius on the first scantily-clad thigh they saw?
electric,
and that's an insulting stereotype)
Stratton in the Student Center (which Probably-not. In fact, I would guess that
or
Zeta
Psi's mascot (not all devils are
would be a neat trick). At worst, SAE's very few people even saw the original postTazmanian,
you know).
actions could be considered a trifle unorig- er; I haven't, and I don't know of anyone,
Don't ever let an opportunity to needinal. Ini the words of SAE's presidents aside from the letter-writers, who did.
How
did
all
this
flamare
to
The
Tech
lessly flame pass you by. I sure as hell
"The pledges will be getting together to
clean up the bridge . . . to show interfra- improve things? Well, it made a very well-' don't.
ternity unity." If we took the Middle East
B--T
-· --· ,
I_
-1
---il
·
·Ysl
II
I
crisis with this much sobriety, .Saddam
Hussein would be eating dinner at the
White House tomorrow and teaching Dan
Quayle the difference between a salad fork
and a soup spoon.
Hyper-sensitivity. We have to deeply respect tradition. We have to be completely
sensitive. You want another example? Try
e
the Sabor Latino party poster, which apI
.parently contained a picture of a scantily
I
clad woman and a completely dressed
I
I
man. The man's hand was on the woman's
I
I
thigh. Letters flowed into The Tech, blastAd
i
ing the blatant sexism of the poster portraying Hispanic women as sex objects.
Timne out. The last I checked on the

I

I~~~

Drk

hyper-sensitivity scale, a woman can dress

as provocatively as she wants to, and it is
wrong for menl(ov.other women) to assume anything about that woman's-sexua
conduct based,-on what she is wearing.
Shouldn't it be the man, with his hand on
her thigh, who is wrong? He is assuming
she is easy just because of her dress.
Wait, now, I'm insulted. Is -this poster
saying that ail men assume a-,-woman is
easy if she is dressed scantily? Personally, I
most certainly don't assume that. But hold
on once again"e are the people who are
complaining about the poster saying that
the woman is incapable of defending her-
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Museum of Fine'Arts
I.

Offers opportunities to
articulate individuals for
telefund. Enthusiasm and
good communication skills
a must. Competitive wages!
Afternoons and evenings.
Apply. at Suite 303,
295 Huntington Ave., or
call 617-266-4224.
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Invites All MIT Seniors
to meet with Monitor Consultants
to Learn About Employment Opportunities
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Air Fares

.

Rail Passes
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*WorkAbroad
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At Hughes' Ground Systems Group, were looking for
top MBAs who know what it takes to achieve success in a
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Join Hughes Aircraft Company executives 'After
Office Hours" for a presentation and informal discussion.
Youll see firsthand the exciting things going on at Hughes
and the critical role you can play in our future success.
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Graduate Student Council does represent students' opinions
Carolyn D. Ruppel G badly
misrepresents the positions and
activities of the Graduate Student-Council ["GiSC not representa-tive, " Nov. 2] . However, her
'Claims that the GSC is a vehiclefor the political. agendas of a few
people are patently untrue. The
GSC represents MIT's large and
diverse graduate student population.
The GSC Council consists of
representatives from 20 departments and programs, and five
living groups; New members
bring a petition signed by members of their constituency - elections occur if there are more people than spaces allocated. The
council elects the officers of the
GSC from the graduate student
community in the spring.
The GSC also has five standing
committees and many subcom-_'
·mittees that deal with issues televant to graduate students. They,
meet regularly and are generally
Iresponsible -for--the GSC-sponsored proposals and resolutions.
We do not aim'simply for majority support in these meetings, but
rather a conasensus where everyone gains some benefit. The
structure of these commnittees is
open - any graduate student can
participate. The GSC posters on
our bulletin board, and sends, paper and e-mail to people encouraging them to-attend meetings.
The GSC continues to addressimportant, recurring issues. In

my meeting earlier this year with
President Charles M. Vest, we
spoke about the issues of housing, the high cost of living, tuition policy, health insurance,
medical services, underfunding of
graduate student activities, and
the GSC need for more funding
and support staff.
Committees have fought for
more graduate student housing,
studied the issues of sexual and
religious harassment, and organized trips to the Boston Symphony Orchestra.
And the GSC has taken on
new issues not by changing its focus, but by~broadening it. We
have done more in the first two
months of this semester than in
any past semester.
Any member of the council
may propose a resolution, and
this is what-happ'ened'with the
Cambridge --and Somerville.Program -for Alcohol Rehabilitation
shelter. is(CA$SPA.>homeless
sue. Ruppel is probably correct
when she writes that CASPAR
was apparently not an issue ofburning interest, but when it was

Impact on Campus Research and
the Independent Activities Period
-Policy Committee, and has struggled to enforce requirements that
student miembers of committees
report to the council. The hasty
request for representatives for the
demonstrations committee forced
the GSC to address the nominations process.
In a preliminary action there
was broad support for four com.monn-sense points: The GkC must
have the ability to replace negligent representatives to insure
proper communication with the
council; we must be able to select
representatives whom we believe
will properly perform their duties; all committees must write reports jointly and include dissenting views when they exist; and
the administration must communicate with the Undergraduate
Association and the GSC during
the process of committee formation.
The GSC and the UA support
these positions solidly; the ad-ministration- has expressed support for the last two points; and
proposed, it seemed straightfor- there -are certainly faculty memward to the membership to sup- -bers and administrators who support it;
_port the first two. The reason our
The resolution on the nomina- efforts have in Ruppel's words
tions process is something on .'borne fniit' is because we have
which.we had been working for made simple, sensible requests
two years. In the past two years-_ 'that have broad support.
the council his passed resolutions'.:
Grossberg
G
Michael
f
-vresiuaen
protesting Tridents invbfVing thee
GQradateStudent Council
Ad-Hoc danmmittee on Military

Her claim that no one outside
MIT cares about the GSC's opinion on this matter is simply not
true. A resolution is a show of
support and makes a big difference to the people running the
shelter (as shelter workers have
stated). City and administrative
officials also have taken note of
this resolution as an indication of
how graduate students, as members of the MIT community, feel
about this issue.
Even if those outside MIT did
not care, the role of the GSC is
to address MIT policies that concern graduate students, and this
is such an issue by the simple fact
that the shelter is located on MIT
property.

This letter is in response to the
statements of. Carolyn D. Ruppel
G about the Cambridge and
Somerville Alcoholism Rehabilitation (CASPAR) shelter ["GSC
not representative,g Nov. 21.
Ruppel states, "I find it hard to
believe that my constituency is
concerned about this issue or that
anyone outside M4IT really cares
.about -the Graduate Student
Council's opinion on this matter," and that it is an "irrelevant
matter."
I ask Ruppel to ask her constituenc(graduate students in the
Department Earth, Atmospheric,
and Planetary Sciences) whether
they have an opinion on the matter. Some of them do. One thousand students have signed a petition asking that MIT renew
CASPAR's lease. Many of these
are members of her department.
Perhaps a survey of the department..would better acquaint her
with- general opinions. Preliminary responses from a survey of
biology graduate students by
their GSC representatives indicate they unanimously support
the resolution.

MIT is largely supported by
public funds; it does not exist in
a vacuum. It is completely appropriate for the MI'T community to
address social issues and strive
for social responsibility. And the
GSC and Undergraduate Association Council meetings are reasonable forums for the discussion
of social issues.
Rosina Samadani G

-GSC represents the Views of those who participate
As near as I can tell, Carolyn pen to have ideas which make the
'D. Ruppel G's contentions that' rest of the herd uncomfortable,
the Graduate Student Council then the rest of the herd will just
has come to be dominated by a have to suffer until they work up
few individuals ["GSC not repre- the .gumption to participate in
sentative," Nov. 21 with inappro- sheep council meetings and bleat
priate agendas is shared by a their displeasure.
large number of graduate
students.
The GSC should be an active
'forum. for graduate students at.
However, given that GSC gen- MIT to debate their concerns and
eral council and committee meetings are open to all graduate students, and that becoming a
voting member is easier than
sneaking into the ice rink for a
,(ditor'snote: The Tech
skate with no valid athletic sticker, I have to laugh when I hear received a copy of this letter
graduate students whine that the addressed to Provost Mark S.
GSC no longer reflects graduate Wrighton.)
There is a nationwide conferstudent attitudes.
ence, "Creating Change,' that is
By its very nature, the actions being held at at the University of
of the GSC reflect the concerns Minnesota in Minneapolis on Friof those graduate students with day, Nov. 9, sponsored by the
the enthusiasm to attend meet- American Civil Liberties Union.
ings, the courage to present their The objective of this conference
opinions, and the initiative to do is to educate campus organizers
something when they want some- and officials on the issue of
thing done.
Department of Defense discrimiIf the only people with these -nation and how to -effectively
attributes in this sheep herd of a address it within a university
graduate student community hap- framework.

plan strategies to make graduate
studenift life more tolerable. If a
student has an opinion, then the
GSC needs to hear it. Resigna-tion from the council has only
made Ruppel's voice weaker,
which is a real shame considering
she.was one of the few around
with the courage to present their
op.imns.
Thomas M. Quinn G

I
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MIT should send an administration
official to the conference on ROTC

I
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We believe it would be highly
beneficial if an official delegate
of the -MIT administration attended 4tis program; we thus
urge you to consider sending a
representative. I do apologize for
this short notice, but I believe
that there are individuals that
would be interested in going. The
faculty members of the Committee on ROTC strike me as possible candidates. We will be send:
ing students to represent the
undergraduates.
Manish Bapna '91
President
UndergraduateAssociation
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Blue Window considers loneliness oef urbOan, life
Alice (Leelila- Strogov '92) is an insecure, self-praising author, who is trying to
put forth the image that she doesn't care
about what others think. Strogov is convincing throughout the performance, as
she heaps Alice's opinions onto the other
characters. Michelle P. Perry '91 is exceptional as Boo, Alice's lesbian lover: The
two play off each other continually
throughout the play, with just the right
amount of support for each other. They
direct antagonizing comments against one
another so that you really feel that they
know and love each other, but still get on
each other's nerves as most couples do on

BLUE WINDOW
MMIT Dramashop
Directed by Judy Braha.
Starring Kellie Wills '91, Christopher
Coon '91, Charlene Suwanabhand '93,
Deep Katdare '92, Leelila Strogov '92,
Michelle P. Perry '91, and Michael
Friedhoff G.
At Kresge Little Theater.
Nov. 1-3 and 8-10.
By KEVIN FRISCH
ANY PLAYS THAT DEAL WITH

the desperation of the human
condition and other such
i
T
- things, either fail to move
me. or leave me feeling rather depressed.
Blue Window, much to my happiness, did
neither. Though the play did make me
think about the points it made, I did not
leave the theater feeling gloomy. This is a
tribute to not only the script - which was
able to show how dismal urban life is
without needing to sadden the audience but also the actors who performed naturally, without bias towards the theme of'
the play.
The play is about the loneliness one can
feel in a "busy" urban environment, and
how this loneliness is highlighted when one
is with a group of people who are supposed to be friends.
We see a group of acquaintances and
how they differ in their interactions with
each other and the world around them,
first getting ready for a party, then at the
party, and finally'after the party. The entire cast is on stage for almost the entire
play, so when the characters are not together (before and after the party) only
the shifting action determines who is
center stage at a particular moment.
This is nice, because there is always
something funny happening on stage,
keeping the play moving at a lively pace,
even if it is by one of the characters not in
the spotlight. There was, an occasional mom-ent of frustration, however, when, as I
-

---

I
I
a
I
I

occasion.

Tom (Christopher-Coon '91) perhaps
best epitomizes what the play says about
lif as he tries to compose a song on his
guitar and says, "I like this tune. . . . This
happens, and that happens, and then
something ehse happens . . . and it doesn't
go anywhere..-.. I don't think I even
want the words to rhyme." Tom is flanked
(Please turn to page 17)

Christian. S. Ma'rx/The Tech

Boo (Michelle P. Perry '91) and Alice (Leelila Strogov '92) in Blue Window
was watching and listening to one character, the entire audience burst into laughter,
apparently at something someone I was
not paying attention to did. So, when you
see this play, be sure to constantly rove
your eyes about, so as to avoid missing
entertaining tidbits.
The cast as a whole does an excellent
job interacting with one another. At the
party, where this is most essential, they
seem to be genuinely responding to one
another, not just reading their lines. Libby
(Charlene Suwanabhand '93) plays the inexperienced and very nervous hostess of
the party. And, although she does get-this
nervousness across to the audience, it is
done in a rather heavy-handed fashion.
Though the other characters reacted to her
obvious nervousness, she was clearly acting much more nervous than she was supposed to. Overall, her performance
smacked of inexperience classically
manifesting itself in overacting a simple
emotion.
Tom (Christopher Coon '91) sings to Umily(Kellie, Wills '91),
I
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YOU irewiing
to make
sa crificces
Tbats why you should consider the new, afodable Maadntoshe C as0c computer.
of
2
Ithas everthing you need--4nduding amonitor, keyoard, mouse, megabytes
RAM, and a40megabyte hard disk Just plug everthing inand Fe Macintosh Classicisready
to run, because the system software isalready installed' And, thanks to the Marintosh
computer's legendary ease of use, you'll be up and running inno time.
like every Macintosh, the Classic can run thousands of available applicatiors that al
work inthe same, consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well on your
way to learing them all. And this isone cheap roommate that doesn't have trouble sharing.
writes to Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple I foppy disks, whick mans you can share
information with e· meonevvho uses adifferent type of computer.
See the Macuiaosh Classic for yourself. It'll change your mind about cheap roommates.

~

isit

Level

1he power to be your bes

*Macintosh Classic computers puhsedbelfoe January 1991 indude system software on floppy disks; soflware is iot installed.
GI990 Apple Computsr, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. SuperDrive and 'The
power to be your best are trademarks of Apple Cornputer, Inc.Classic is a registered tradernark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc. MS-DOS
is a registered trademark of Microsolt Corporation. OS/2 is a registered trademark of Intemational Business Machines Corporation.
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ORCHESTRA
MITSYMPHONY
David
conduefor.strings
Epstein,
David Esterint5,celonducoros.
Works
Elgr,
y Ive,an Schuann
Kresge Auditorium, Nov. 3, 8:30pm.
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the horn tones more legato, making the
more plaintive, but to do so would
have resulted ini a melancholy muddle. In.stead, he resisted, letting Prieto.% expre~ssive cello set the pace, and the orchestra

delivered with equal panache.
By l:>EORAH
A EVINSONThe evening's program opened -with
By~~~
DEOA
*.LVNO
Ives' Washington's Birthday, one of, four

I

MIT. pro-

movements of a symphony celebrating

duces an outstanding musician.

American national holidays. The opening-

Of late, there have been several

of the piece was haunting, ghostly, evoca-

_>shining stars -baritone Kenneth
iI
Goodson '89, pianists Jee-Lian and JeeHoon Yap '90 -but it is rare~for MIT to
who is truly worldIproduce a musician
Iclass.
Cellist Carlos Prieto '58, who
Iearned degrees in economics and materials

tive of morning mists - ideally, it should
have been performed on Halloween to
take advantage of both this and the
violins' spooky, spidery lines.
Essentially, the piece consists of disjoinlted bits of music loosely woven together:
snatches of "Swanee River," 'Camptown
Races,' and "Turkey in the Straw' adorn
the melody. An are played, as Epstein put
it, "together, [but] out-of-phases out-ofsynchrony."
This technique can lead to something innlovative and exciting, but it can also' provide the perfect opportunity for the orchestra to fall apart completely. Aned while
there -were times at which the musicians

X

VERY NOW AMTHEN,

I

science

II

and engineering, is one of those

musicians.
Prieto abandoned his job as president of
41
a major steel company to return to his
1
first love, the cello. A native of Mexico,
1
Prieto is recognized as the preeminent
1
cellist of that. country and spends his time
the work's of Mexican
.I promoting
I
composers. .
Last Saturday, however, Prieto perI

formed not the work of a Mexican corm . seemed to be on totally different planes i

poser,
but that of a British anew Elgar's the brass at one tempo, the strings at anI
ICello Concerto. This was the highlight of
other, -conflicting tempo - overall, their
the symphony's program.
rendition of the Ives was cohesive and balI
Prieto's opening chords were powerful aficed. The-mnulti le tempi complemented
4I
and emotive, his vibrato givig the- chords the festival, atmosphere of the pieces eca raw-nerve depression. There wras -pure ond sections thie "quadrille, and inch d,
41
11
sadness in his playing: -no pathos, no false the -orchestra. seemed to' be' enjoying -the
1
teals, just genuiine sadness.
.~rollicking
music, cleverly-placed dissoThe symphony rose to the challenge of nances, 'and often-surprising changes in
1
this~piece. Every change in dynainkswas Jempo.
1
smooth and fluid, every, string of notes
The. final selection of the',evening was
polished'and precise. 'Cond~uctor' David Schumann'sSymphony No. 4. Normally, I
1
1
Epstein should take muchid
ofthe-credit for don't like Schumann -I find him too rig1
his superb guidance of the orchestra, id, too 'repetitive, and frankly, too boring
through a piece that' depends more oni - but the orchestra's performance of this
1
emotional tone than technical finesse.
piece was at least good enough to hold my
The third movement of the concerto attention. The- pyramid-layering of the
II
showed a major shift in.focus. The cello's -brass harmonies was lovely, and the violin
double stops and the syncopation in both lines. strident, leaving me- satisfied that the
cello and violin fines gave this section a fit- symphony had done a credible job with
what was othierwise a wholly uninspiring
Itle more sulbstanlce anld motion. Certainly,
IEpstein could have darkened
it, making piece.

William Chu/The Tech

Carlos Prieto '58
I
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WILL BE A MEETING ON NOVEMBER 14, 1,:00IN 37-252 (MARLAR LOUNGE) ANI) ANOTHER
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MEETING ON NOVEMBER 30,' FROM 3:00-4:00pm IN 37-252
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YOU ARE INTERESTED IN A SUMMER POSI\TION,
PLEASE SEE HELEN HALARIS, 37-441,X8-5546
OR LISA SASSER, 33-212,X3-4929 FOR AN APPLJICATION OR FURTHER INFORMATION
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By TIM TOWNSEND

I

-i

docutments life-in

VILLAGE OF VASSARA, in the
Laconia region of Greece, is typical of the many small villages
which dot the mountainous
Greek countryside. In the 1950s, many residents of these villages left to find "a better life" in other countries, the majority to
Canada or the United States. A particularly large number of immigrants from Vassara ended up in the Boston area.
In My Sweet Village, the first documentary film by the brother and sister team of
George and Mary Chiochios, they have
documented the early pilgrimage many of
these Greek-Americans make to visit the
village each summer during the August re- LASSIE! GET HELPI!
ligious festivals. The entire film is narrated By Danny Shanahan.
by the interviewees, both the visitors to the Pantheon Books, 96 pp., $8.95.
village, and those who have stayed on.
They discuss how the village attempts to
By EMIL DABORA
survive as its population grows older and
as it faces onslaughts from droughts and
UMOR IS A FUNNY THING forest fires.
people's taste for what they
find furinny varies as much with
With the wave of emigration that occurred in the middle of this century, Vas- Hage
and culture as it does with
sara and other Greek villages lost almost an immekasurable amount of personal prefan entire generation to overseas destina- erence. With an apology for my own bias,
tions. Now most of the residents are elder- I express my disappointment in Danny
Iy and, as they pass away, fewer and fewer Shanahan's Lassie!-Get Help!!
The book is' a series of one-drawing
families make the trip to visit each summer. Although the overall theme of the jokes with captions, in a style similar to
film is a sad one, the filmmakers have The Far Side but not quite as funny. The
kept the film personable enough that you author is probably best known for his conwill not walk out of the theater weeping, tributiolns to The New Yorkser. This may
only hoping that in some way Vassara will imply that the humor is directed at an oldsurvive.
er audience, but regardless, a comic-book
George Chiochios' is a film student at should be funny, and this is not.
Emerson College and his sister Mary is a
I found a few cartoons to be bizarre in a
Boston University graduate in film and comical way, but for the most part, I was
broadcasting. Together, the Chiochioses not amused. The rest of the comics seemed
have done an excellent job with their de- either just stupid, or strange to the point
but production. The quality of the film
(Please turn to page 11)
--- I- __
I-E

-
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and sound work is excellent, and the sim- during the 400 year Turkish.occupation to
pleness of the format lets one feel close to maintain the- Greek language and culture.
the subjects of the film.
More- recent memories include th.eviolence
By spurning a formal.narrator for an of the German occupation of World War
"oral history" type of style, the filmmak- II, and the brutal civil war that followed.
Move time-in the filmn-is spent discussing
ers have avoided the aloofness that sometimes plagues documentaries.. Mluch;of the the effects. on the village of the exodus of
scenery in and around the village is spec- young people to Amierica and-elsewhere.
tacular and the film shows us a lot4-f that One of the older men in the.village sums
scenery without being distracting. The up the effect when he says, "As long as the
background music is well-orchestrated and people continue to come back, the house
lends additional Greek atmosphere to the of their family remains. But when they
film. Only a couple of slow scenes with -stop coming back, the house falls." Not
just music and no dialogue mar an other- only will the village slowly be lost physiwise fascinating film.
E
cally, but the culture and traditions, which
The residents of the village discuss its have already been. eroded, will be-lost as
history, how the villagers fought against well.
The Greek Americans visiting for the
the Turks in the mountains, and how the
Orthodox church ran a "'secret school" summer Festivals express their love of the

MY SWEET VILLAGE
Directed by George Chiochios.
At the Coolidge Corner Theater.
Nov. 36.

= I -L -- f, -E-
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My Sweet Village
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trPe
village and wish: for its endurance, but admit that they would have difficulty. readapting their lifestyles if they were to return. Thee.fs younger people left in the
village are the maim hope for 'the continued existence of Missara. They are:'v..Jd' termined :t maintain and in' o e Their
village and,, alongwith the WA bishop,
are - the ·only, -onrs- who" feel optimistic
about its prospects.

My Sweet Vilage is an interesting and
touching-film that gives the viewer an excellent picture of life in rural Greece. The
premiere of the film, held in Vassara itself,
reportedly ended with, 'a crying audience
and innumerable hugs- and praises for the
film crew. This film is well worth, your
time, and, effort to see.

Lassie! Get Help! offers bizarre withlittle humor
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ARTS FUNDING AVAILABLE
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The Grants Program of the Council tar the Arts at MIT
is now accepting applications for arts projects for the
second of four deadlines during the 1990-91
academic year, oh Wednesday, November 14.

X~

Z
C

All members of the MIT community are encouraged to
submit applications for review by the Grants
Committee of the Council for th4 Arts. Student
applications receive primary -consideration in the
review process. Grant awards range from several
hundred to several thousand dollars. Remaining
deadline dates for 1990-91 are: February 13 and Apfil

-

17.

INFO TABLE
Thurs, Nov,8
10:00 - 4:00
Student Union

For application forms and Grants Program guidelines,
please visit the MIT Office of the Arts (E15-205,
Wiesner Building), or call Mark Palmgren, Council for
the Arts Director, for more information (xW003).
-

I

-

I

I WAS IN THE
PEI1E CIOON

Build your future with the Peace Corpsl MIIATH,, SCIENCE, AND LINGUISTICS MAJORS
are urgently needed for overseas assignments. Find out how YOU can make a difference
as a Peace Corps volunteer. Representatives will be on campus to talk to graduating
seniors about programs.

The Council for the Arts at MIT is a volunteer
advocacy group established in 1972, whose
members are alumni and friends of the Institute
distinguished by their commitment and Service to the
arts. The Council is now affiliated with the MIT Office
of the Arts.

II__
I -

E

I started a nursery.
I constructed a well.
I surveyed.a national park.
i taught school.
I coached track.
I learned French.

The Grants Program has been establshed to promote
cultural activity at MIT by providing financial and
administrative support to arts projects in all
disciplines. Regular projects incude the design and
production of new work, performances, exhibitions.
film/video screenings, l6terary readings, and lecture
programs. Proposals must offer opportunities to the
MIT community to create, paricipate in, and loam
about the arts.

.FIISEIIINAR
Thurs, Nov 8
4:30
CQntact Career Services
for location

Please call Peace Corps at 617-565-5555
-
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Nov 9

Office of Career Services
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Bob Dylan (Boo -Wilbury). While in the
group, Dylan- is free to abandon his image
as: the King of Political Posturing and concentrate on being a rock star, apparently
to his complete satisfaction. It's interesting
to-hear the same man who wrote Blowin'
in the-Wind" take..the lead voceil"7n
Deadly Sins," a song which sounds like it
came straight from the-American Graffiti
soundtrack. After what amounted to little
more than a guest spot on Volume 1, hearing Dylan spotlighted on Volume3 is a
pleasure.
The other great triumph belongs to Tom
Petty (Muddy Wilbury). He checks in with"Cool Dry Place' - as close as any Wilbury comes to a solo. performance which- sounds an awful lot like Petty's Dylan impersonation. He also leads on "You

WilburytWwn&r Broi. P'Mcdds.
By NEELANm
(COkSI

Ow
YEARS

A R TS -
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Ury return with fundamental '60s rock

TRAVELING WILBURYS:VOL. 3

-.

:

The Tech

AIrER the .release

of

- -. ~th.eirvwell-received
..debut,.-the
i- I ~C~Wilbury brothers are back. Trav.~h~ eling--Wlbury s. VolumeJ3 finds'
the group setting aside the breezy, countryrock sound of Volume I in favor of a
more fundamental early 1960s'rock and
roll. Gone .(and sorely missed) . is the
haiunting tenor of the -late Roy Orbison
-gLefty.Wilbury), to whom the album is
dedicated. Still, the remaining Wilbdrys
carry on, and with much more than
marginal results.
The main beneficiary of Vl/ume 3 is

Danny Shanahan's

Take My Breath Away," a tune so Orbisonesque that one cannot help but wish
that Lefty were alive to sing it. Overall,
Petty's vocal lines complement Dylan's
quite nicely, lending much cohesion to the
record.
George- Harrison (Spike Wilbury), the
obvious leader of the band, eschews the
role of central vocalist (which he played so
well on Volume 1) this time around, in order to concentrate on his playing. His slide
guitar on "Poor House" - which sounds
like Hound Dog Taylor aping Jimmy Buffett - is some of the best he (or anyone
else for that matter) has ever done. His
Beatles influence is most prominent on
"Where Were You Last Night?" sounding
like an out-take from Please Please Me
days of 1963.

The primary duty of Jeff Lynne (Clayton Wilbury) seems to have been keeping
the group from going heavy metal. He
opens the album by singing the first verse
of "She's My Baby" and closes it with the
last line in "Wilbury Twist," sure to be the
next dance craze. Lynne also serves as coproducer of the album (with Harrison),
making him at least partially responsible
for the fortunate lack of overkill which
separates the Traveling Wilburys from
groups like Depeche Mode.
Rumor has it that this new fab four is
soon to hit the road on a tour. That would
be most fortunate for those of us who
think rock and roll is a little more than
Guns & Roses and Erasure. In any case, if
you want clear, clever, classy pop tunes,
Traveling Wilburys Volume 3 is for you.

-Help! ! proves expensively

Lassie! Get

(Continuedfrom page 10)
of being incomprehensible. The comic
twists lacked a biting edge.
The drawings were of situations that
were creative, but that did not make them
funny, just weird. One of the cartoons depicts an old woman knitting, tipped over
in a boxg rings with a heavyweight, boxer
who looks as though he has just hit her.
The caption reads: 'Whistler's Mother at
--

unamusing

Sharky's." I understand the humor that
was intended, but it failed.
The artistry is about as good as any
comic artistry; it is clear and well drawn,
but it is nothing special. The materal is
rather quick reading: It takes on the order
of 20 minutes to read, which, at $8.95,
makes it a rather expensive book per minute. If your intention when you purchase a
comic book is to laugh, then I advise
against purchasing Lassie! Get Help!!.
--
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-Spotthe JetPak Commuter Book! Ten one,way tickets for a mere.$449. Youll save 35%
. t4aketkisavings aiddatch 35%/1 more
na4gh~y foreign films.

Congratulations! You're on the scent of
the Pan Am Shuttle's low one-way student
fare of $69* But then you've always had a
nose for a good deal.

.

i

.

v

The PanAm Shuttle's schedule gives the

\Chew on this. Travelers with taste know
that there's no better way to travel between
Boston, New York, and Washington than
the Pan Am Shuttle!

fdeibri'ty of-the nimble-st athlete.Flights
depart everyhour on the halfhour PNo reservations necessary..just show up and go.
,So, getting out of town isnever,a hurdle.
;J,..I

The Pan Am Shuttle low Youth Fares will
leave you with more dough where it counts
...inyour hand.

You always were-quick on your feet!

.Pan Am WorldPasso The Richest Frequent.
Raveler Program in the WorldsU will really
get'em scurryine
up the Matterhorn,
stomping out a flamenco in sunny Spain; or
dangling out ofa hammock inHawaii.
Just dial 1-800-348-8000andjoin Pan Am
WorldPass today,

'i

i · 1'

Your finger isa wonderful digit!
Use it to order your JetPak today by
dialing these digits, 1-800-221-1111,
or contacting your travel agent.

i

I9~·w

*The $69 Youth Fare isvalid Monday-Friday 10:30 AM-2:30 PM and 7:30
PM-9:30 PM, and Sunday 3:30 PM-9:30 PM. A $59 Youth Fare isavailable
all day Saturday and until 2:30 PM on Sunday. Fares and schedule subject to
change without notice. A $1surcharge applies for flights departing Boston.
Youth fares are valid for passengers 12-24 years of age with proper iD.

FLIGHTS ON THE 1/2 HOUR BETWEEN BOSTON, NEW YORK AND WASHINGTON.
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Introduction ·

Report of the
:MIT committee
-on:: Sexual
Harass-ment

Appendix A:
Community, Education

Policies
Appendix B:

Institute Policy on Harassment
Related Policies
Retaliatory Behavior

Guide to Resources/Procedures
(Outline of Road Ma'ps)

Consensual Relationships
MIT Living Groups

Appendix C:
Committee Membership

October 1990
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Education And Prevention
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Introduction
Community Education
Guidelines for Those Receiving Complaints
Guides to Resources/Procedures (Road Maps)

Procedures
Introduction
Informal Resolution
Mediation
Investigative/Adjudicative Procedures
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Confidentialityi
Timeliness
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II
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Background

"Charge,to the Committee

-

In November, 1989,Provost John DIeutch appointed
a Committee on Sexual Harassment, chaired by
Associate Provost Samuel Jay KMyser, with representation drawn from the entire MIT community,
including the Academic Couricil, toe·faclty, the
administattion, staff, post-doctor fellois,-nd the
student body. Consequently, the Co iiite's
deliberations reflected a -wide range of attit~udess ·
within MIT toward sexual harassment. Thei-Colmi"'w-^
mittee is unanimwous in' its belief that sexual harassment is not acceptable in an istihttion-of highe- learning; in particular MlT, and that.all essential
steps must be taken to develop an environment free
from sexual harassment; This report represents a
consensus on the steps that the committee believes
are required in-theshorterm to progresstowrd
this goal-while presering -community, colegialty
and civility within the Institute.

The recommendations in this report are the
Committee's unanimous response to the Provosts

charge, which follows:
Within the context of the Institute's policy on
harassment, consider possible modifications
which would strengthen the policy's effectiveness in rehdicing instances of sexual "
harassment alid in resolvin --i:ftstances when,
they arise.
Establish the outlines of a community-wide
program of prevention and support designed
to produce an atmosphere in which sexual
harassment is universally regarded as unacceptable behavior, and in which the institutional mechanisms for treating incidents of
sexual harassment are well understood.

Propose actions to heighten community :
awareness among academic, adiniistrative,
and research supervisors at all levels such
that the occurrence of incidents of sexual
harassment in their areas of responsibility are
radically decreased, if not completely eliminated.
Propose steps to reduce the occurrence of
·instances of sexual harassment in campus
residences and MIT living groups, and to
facilitate prompt and fair redress for such
instances.

It is important to note that current policies and
procedures with respect to sexual harassment were
formulated in 1979-80 after initial discussion began
in 1973. In the subsequent decade, MIT has changed
in ways which include a marked increase in the
number of women students, and, like other universities throughout the country, it has experienced an
enormous increase in reports of sexual harassment.
Beginning in the spring of 1989, the need to change
relevant policies and procedures, as well as their
implementation, was vocalized by a group of women students and staff.'

1 The Ad Hoc Committee on Sexual Harassment drafted a
proposal for a new policy and set of procedures for dealing with
sexual harassment. It has sponsored educational forums and
has also presented its findings to the Equal Opportunity
Committee and the MIT Committee on Sexual Harassment. In
addition this group has discussed its proposals with many
members of the faculty and administration and has met with
Academic Council and consulted with the-Provost about the
urgency of the problem.
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St~aterment of the Problem

Long Term Goals

Sexual harassment affects all members of the community. At MIT, it exists in a variety of forms
ranging from disparaging remarks and lewd behavior in classes on the part of 'students and professors,
to harmful peer pressure in the dormitories and
fraternities, to such extreme acts of violence as date
rape and assault. Inappropriate faculty/student
interactions have occurred which'directly violate the
trust upon which any academic institution operates
and sexual harassment in research groups and
offices has led to individuals having to either endure
the behavior or make a major career change. Students in MIT living groups have, on occasion, found
their environmenat so hostile and threatening that it
has impaired their ability to function productively
and to develop their intellectual skills.

In the long run attitudes must be changed ino.rder
to eliminate sexual harassment. This is generally
thought to be a difficult task, particularly in male-,
dominpated institutions. For example, some mem-e'n
bers of the MIT community distance themselves
from sexual harassment by regarding it'as, a
"womn'sissue" or a "personal problem.' We,
believe that the creation of an envirpurnent free',from sexual harassment is the respopnsibility of the
entire community and that the administration
should move speedily toward this goal. Inaction
could jeopardizeMVIT's reputation as a leader hir
attracting women into science and enzgineeiring
fields. Implementation of thf-,recommendations of
this report is a necessary step towarda permnanent
change. Clearly, success in changing these attitudes has far-reaching conseq~uences for improving
-all aspects of life for women at M~~as well as the
collegiality and civility of the .community.

A significant part of the problem at MIT is lack of
knowledge, not only about what mechanisms
currently exist to deal with sexual harassment, but
also about the existence of sexual har~assmrent in the
first place. Indeed, within the community at large,
there is no clear agreementon what MIT considers
to be sexual ]harassm~ent. Some facul y members are
unaware of instances of sexual harassment at thee
Institute while others believe that if it exists, it is
'ranpdom and infrequtent. ME~ost supervisors are not
active in processes dealing with sexual, harassment
and are unaware of their responpsibilities in this
regard despite the fact that current policies and
procedures emphg~~asize local supervisors as case
handlers.
In the absence of public information about the
magnitude of the problem, those who have been
harassed often feel isolat~ed and, fearing alienation
and retaliation, do not report incidents. Thus,
education of the community to recognize sexual
harassment, to prevent acts of sexual harassment,.
and to support those who have been harassed is a
major focus of this committee's recommendations.
T~hese considerations are alsor11eflected in the
recommendations concerning procedcures and9
policy.
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Policies and Procedunrescurnlhas apicyr
on
harassmentt(S 3.16) t-hat states that hgarassment oft 'any
formP is
ii~~~~~~f
i~~ 'anathefii, cn-

t~~igeneral

dicsio'haas
b~eha,6orAlthough th crirrent~statoifienii explicitly discusses sexua hiisrieiilt, weP.1~~i.t~ ,th the
policyi'onihaasiiizi
bael nadec
stronger both' in g~eenil~term'sia-fiawnith respect to;
sexuaal hiarassment.'
The ommnrittee reconmekds. thiat the following
revised MITF policy onharassment.re lace thee
'present statemment on harassmiaent in Polities and
Pr~ced~ures:
H~arassment of any kind is not acceptablee
baehavior at MI~T; it is inconsistent with the
commitment~to excellencee
that -cha~racterizes
Mfis activities. MItT is-committed-to crea~tmgg an environment in which,every indi-vidualcann
work, study and live without
baeing harassed. Harassment may therefore
lead toQ sanctions up totand including termi-nation of employment or student status.

Sumnmaryl
We have recommxended~a new policy on harass-'
ment that lists specific behaviors which miay
conzstitute sexual hlarassmenet and~thiat iaddresses
retaliation associated with comrplaints of harassmnent. The educationa section outlines a cobordinated
program, which ranges froma new workshops to
comimunity-wide education. Thepnoecue
section proposes a new record-kpeping system,
Recommends more explicit and well definedc
processes of complaint resolution available to all
members of the community, and elucidates the.
range of options and responsibilities for resolving
cases of sexual harassment. Spcifdic'inforinat~ion
regardiing the three general mechanisms by which
complaints are resolvedl, i.e. infoarnmal resolutioon,
mediation, and investigaption/adjudicationI will be
described in a set of 'road ma~ps" (seeAppendix. B.
Included throu hout the'report are specific recoaammendations with respect to. resources.

H-arassment is any conduct, verbal, or phy~bsical, on or off campus, wh~ichl
has the intent or
effect of unreasonably.interering with~an
individual's o~g
r group'seducational or work
performance at NMTor which creates an
intimnidating, hostile or offensive educational,
work or living en~vironment.

m

Some kinds of~harassment -are ]prohiboited by
civil laws or by.MIT policies on conflict of
interest and nondiscrimination
(see relevant
sections of Policie's'and,Procecjures).
Harassmenton the basis of race, color,
gender, diab
,religion, nation~al origin,
sexual~orie~ntaptionor age includ~es harass~-.
ment~of an individ Jn~ix
terms of a stereo-typed group chi~racienistic,,. or b
seSof that
"'personas identification with 'aparticular
groUPs
Sexytakem
foms:
Se gklharassment may
41W_~,maI~!y~ons:·~··~
Sek~iial iasauft and req~uests -for sexuall favors
which affect educational or employment
decisionns cons~tituate seua 14psmn
However, sexuLa harassmentll
may al~so
soo;~*tstof unwanted physca contact.and
requsests for sexual favors, v;isual displays of~9
. grading sexualw~i
ages,~,
sugges
conduct;;
or offensive remarkso a_'s~exua
nature.

The committee recognizes that this report may not
satisfy all members of the MM1fr community. Never,theless,ithe committee lbelieves -that theimnplemen-t .
tation of these recommmendations will 49 =carh
-to~c ·.
make MIT a more civil and hospitable place for, al
of the members of its community. That is why the
members of the committee unanimously ~supportt
the wide ranging recommendations Which fClli116"

MIT's current system for,handling grievances of
sexual harassment is mufti-access. Grievances can
be resolved either through informal processes,
mediation, or through a more formal process whaich
involves investigations and adjudications. Un~fortu-'
nately, far too many individuals who feel harassed
do not know where to go to report a complaint.
Even for thaose individuals whoh do makPe com-a
Policies
plaints, there is frequentlytllittle understanding of
what options exist for resolving their compla9ints
The Committee believes that a strong policy
;and~ how to pursue these options. it is important to
statement-on harassment provides an impoijaantnote that a wide perception exists ;amnong students
signal to,the community. I~t cobnsequeptly reviewed.
and some staff tha~t sexuval harassment~ is often not
MIT's existing policy statement and tried to modify
stopped nor is adequate redress achieved by
it inP such as way as to addr~ess the general issue of
pursuing:
a grievance process, either formal or
harassment while providing specific guidelines
informal. Generally, too great a burden for stopwith respect to sexual harassment.: In this respect
pin~g harassment is left to the harassed individual.
the Committee~believes that more. explicit stateSome steidents have voiced specific criticisms of the,` ments concerning reaiaincnsensua~l 'relations,
grievance handling system: complaints, especially
co~nfidentialityand behavior in the liviiag .group
to faculty, have not been taken seriously;
are impiortant;
In what follows we provide a
housemasters are not accountable with resp~~III~~~IIect
to
revised MIT policy, on harassment aiid then dis~uss
sexual h~arassment; complainants have been offered
some related policy issues.
counseling but not a way to stops hara9ssmaent;
obstacles against puarsuting~ compaintts against
faculty members seem overwhelming, etc. Multiaccess necessitates explicit processes beause,
otherwise, different case handlers have vastlv
dffferent responses, making it a confuasing and
unwieldy system.
The Committee undertook a thorough review of the
proceesses by w~hich complaints of sexual hararissmeant are currently treated at the Institute. In some
cases, our recomnme~datiorns are solely to make the
present system more accessible and the process
more explicit. In other cases, our recommea~PndationsS
inclunde incremental modifications. In a few cases
mlajor changes are psroposed~. The commi~ttee
recommendations fall into three maj~or sections:
policy, education and-prevention, and procedures.
Commotn to these thrPee areas of concern are several
motivating themes which address three fundamrental issue~s withtin\ the institutionall
context: awareness of sexual harassment, understanding of the
grievance handling process, and cultural attitudes.

9

The 66i't'uuie 'iscommiittedi under this policy
to stopping, hatrassment and associated
retaliatory behavior. -All-'NU supervisors
have a responsibilityto act to stop harassment
in the areas under their sperviion.
Geneal ompain~prcedres are descrr'bedin
Section 3.33. Guidelines;
that give detailed
suggestionis for dealing with complaintss
are
;availableC;firom the Office of the-Pevst

m

T

Any membersf
of the MIT, cormnuty who feels
har~assed is,encousraged to see assistance anda
resolution of -te co
mplat9 ppment the

mpficy on .harassment, MI provides a variety
of avenues by avhich 'an ftiividuial who·feels
hPara~ssedmay, p.roced. ThTjese~procedures are
intended to assureconfidentialiy, prven
retaliation, and acpehieve!prompt resolution of
co~mlpaints while. protcccmg-the rights of thepersonabringing the complhaint~and of the
person accusedof hkarassmeenit.

Rgelatead

Polksies

· -··

In additionto th~ general'stotgment dri harassmentnQ
the committee b eljieves that en~
isSUMa~s n.

Vptrifi
i teli16
addresked in

Isoicies
:

~~~callyr

Ini

ph

ee eiosbe sped
fistnn.

2 In areas where consensus was not reached, committee
members were invited to prepare their own comments to be
attachaed to this report. Thus far, no such comments have been
submitted.
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Retaliatorybehavior can take different forms:
ostracismci by a pwr group, discnrinir'atory action by
the supervisorto6whom a complaint
isL brought or
further objectionable behavior.by the person against
whom t-he compilaint was made. letaliator behavior, and fear of retaliatory

bharvior,:$is a very serious

issue in cases
of harassmient. Ini mny,cases victims
of sexual harassment have an verwkhellifin feat of
retaliation. -This-is paiticularly truie for c'omgplaints
arising within the living groups and complaints
concerning faculty harassment. Retaliatory behavior
is not acceptable at MIT'and even thoughp
protection
from all recaliatincannot be guarAnteed, we
believe that it-is essential that MIT make every effort
to protect complainants from such behavior. A
Strong policy statement is one way toward achieving this goal.
The subject of retaliatory behavior is complex and
applies to all co'mplaint procedures, including cases
of harassment. While thiere-is some mention of this
subject in the current grievance procedures, the
statement of policy should be strengthened and
clarified. We recoimend thata ihorough review
of the curreInt complaint -procedures as they relate
to retaliatory behavior be undertaken and a clear
and strong statem'ent be published.- The-application of this policy "ncases -of sexual harassment
should be'an integial part of this review.
*~~~~~~~~~

-

Consensudl Relationships'
Discussion of sexual harassment often leads to
questions about consensual "amorous relationships
between two members, of the 'universitycomruimunity. These relationships often raise cince '6bout
conflict of interest; abuse- foo"wer, aid violation of
the teacher-student trust. MEf's policies on conflict
af interest and employment of members of the
same faiiihly takle -note of some of thee problems-that
can arlseiii -the-context of 'consensua ,amorous -relationships. Since the commitff - o6es oiot believe
that it is within4it·s'&;arg'e' to form-ulate alli
cit
policy statiiemet on this issue, we reco
tendh
hat
Institute policies relating to consensual amorous
or sexual relationships between two members of
the Instiffifik ditifiidi-6i
irt
Ohd-sp
ed MIT Litig Groups,

Policies -forAoFipn

rs'o

Post Doctoral Fellows and Associates
It has been difficult to communicate with postdoctoral fellows and associates on a systematic
basis, since their appointments have not gone
through any central system at MIT. This issue has
been raised in other contexts by the post-docs, and
we believe it is important to find ways to recognize
them more fully as members of the MIT community.
A simple but important first step in disseminating
information and advice on the issue of sexual
harassment is the creation of an up-to-date mailing
list for all post-docs, including incoming post-docs.

A more detailed set of suggestions for educating
the various constituencies at MIT is presented in
Appendix A.
Prevention of sexual harassment requires education. A key component of the educational message
is the unequivocal commitment from the Institute
leadership to stop sexual harassment at MIT. This
commitmenrt starts with the President and the
Provost. We recommend that widespread and
diverse educational programs be held throughout
the year, in-differebnt settings, targeted at specific
groups in the comihunity as well- as the commu-.;
nity as a whole.: -Ms- may include di-esigning
programs .specifically for those who have exhibited
harassing behaviors as well as training sessions on
how to stop sexual harassment at MIT. In mositcases,-.how-ever we suggest using the existing
means of communicatior in order to integrate :
awareness of these matters into the mainstreamo'bf
MIT culture.
It is important to schedule educational activities at
appropidate times throughout the academic year.
Some activities would occur on an annual basis;
others - such as letters from department heads to
faculty - might be staggered throughout the year.
We recommend that a centrally coordinated s ;
calencdarof educational everits on this topiciler
developsdzby thMe Provost's Offiee.. -

Students
The effects of sexual harassment are particularly
hurtful in an educational setting since sexual
harassment often damages the victim's sense of
self-esteem and sense of purpose and direction.
Students, in particular, need to be empowered by a
system that sensitively and consistently addresses
and resolves their complaints. In order to realize
this goal, students must have clear and well understood options and the necessary support. Since
dormitory and other living-group environments
have a large impact on students' well being and
ability to learn, special programs are necessary for
all MIT living groups. These programs should
educate students about peer and other types of
sexual harassment and about what to do if they are
harassed.
One way to achieve these goals might be to convene a meeting of.all incoming students during
R/O week to discuss standards of behavior within
the MIT community with respect to harassment of'
all forms, drugs and alcohol, civility, and misconduct. In additionfi,.4denits in the dormitories
might be identified who are charged with educat< - ing their peers on sexual harassment. Finally, one
might also consider designating student 'guides"
to help harassed students deal with the system.
During the year, special-programs intended for
men and women separately to address sexual
harassment sotild be. organxiized. These programs
would be for both undergraduate 4ind graduate
students. They shouild malkeuse o6fexanxp''s".
relevant to MIT culture and would teach students'
how to stop sexual harassment if they encounter it
as well as how to pursue
.complaints if they believe the situation warrants it.

It is essential to involve the highest levels of
academic and administrative leadership in discs-sions of ,the Orobem of sexual -harassment, andi-in
definiag,,policis.and-procedures for dealing with
it. OCnly with thorough understanding and un!_X
equivocal· commitment from departments headsdeans and ikey?members of the adminiistrationwcan

Special educational workshops on sexual harassment should -be developed for students who have
exhibitedharassin behavior. (An outcome of an
investigative/adjudicative process might be to
require students to.attend such workshops.) These
programs could beMilse available to all members
of the MIT com
mmnity as part of informal resolution.and mediation.

we makelprogress-in this area. To'dthat end, we,,-:

e

based- onrtheirgde or sexual prefer'eier,
(2) insulting, ewd,, obscenief,
a sexuallysuggestive reinarks -or conduct,, (31b
plit
visual displays of degrading sexual images,
(4) -uan-Wfted1itc'1ftifi{$patting;-or-piOiig
smih Mritafiof,

It is important that the MIT community understand
that sexual harassment like all forms of harassment, is unacceptable and that there are clear
avenues of redress, mechanisms to stop harassment, and strong sanctions for such behavior. It is
also crucial that we do all that we can to prevent
harass ment from occurring. This section briefly
discusses educational activities or forms of communication that pertain to different constituencies at
the Institute, offers some guidelines for those
hearing complainrts, and introduces the idea of
"road maps" to help guide people to appropriate
resources and procedures for dealing with instances of sexual harassment.

Academic and School Councils

Sexual harasgi~e t i-nciu'de's'"butt ishe-o"tiiii~ed
to the following behaviors: (1) sexist remarks,
logAns'-a'ri'd'blzeM.aid~'·thtfaem'ean
6m

Introduction

Community Education

Given th'*ivespfreadincidenceof hdiriggiA t;
among stWdents, much of wiiih 'ccurs in fig
group~S tiniip;o·rt~~fl
~iatis;
tthat tfie-isut
e dii'of harassment
be clearl+FCeatel -Mthe Basi-RW e-uslies
d-Re Il
tions given to all residents. Harassment is ad&
dressed in the current edition and has been a-,
concernor some -time. Elowevbr;>Ieposeth:at
the following -statementbe inCluded in.fiihu' i
editions: ;:`

· · (5)
inappb~irriaot

with appropriately, with sanctions imposed where
warranted. This understanding will certainly
reduce the number of incidents of harassment by
faculty members themselves, which range from
sexist remarks in class to persistent intimidation via
direct threats and punitive actions.

Education and Prevention

Retaliatory Behavior

X

recommend4that*ere be annuall
discussions: in the
Academic;and Vimol Councils, with presentations
on the issues which also address policies-anda .f

procedures relevant to sexual. harassment at MIT.
Department heads and other administrators who
have dealt successfully and sensitively with these
matters should be asked to share their experience

-Staff
We suggest that the Personnel Office take the lead
in increasing the awareness of staff about'sexual
harassment issues, and improving methods of
complaint resolution along the lines suggested in .
the Procedures section of this report. All new staff
should receive the Institute policy on harassment,
road maps, and triinngon recognizirg and
preventing harassment.
peivisurs shouldX
encourage support staff to attend Institute-wide
educational programs on sexual harassment.

and ideas in such meetings.

-

'(6),die&~d for seq(,.OhexuAlassauft,mdudmiigdingaiand` 8)1'k63
t's or Piuv;--

Faculty

tiveia ioisa'a9:the resulllt 6fi;rie,)j,~ction of· sexlu

Faculty members - as teachers, supervisors, and
role models - can do much to change community
attitudes. Faculty tan also counter sexist attitudes
that are expressed via harassing behavior by not
permitting this behavior to take place in their
classrooms, laboratories, and offices. At present
many faculty do not see themselves as supervisors
>or mentors with such responsibility. In-order to
change this, a clear consensus is needed from the
-facultyleadership that all faculty are responsible for
upholding MIT's policy on sexual harassment.

-'advoances r reg tibdn of tbjiaiitkifivdl-t, In additi&,,`th~-H
;
S}i

Rtil,.'-`And;-R guat''I,.

s o uld

contain spec c 6Aiiepls.:6f ;seixil htra1i-fm`entV A
suitably disguised, w]hich,have occurred in the MIT
community, as well as a description of the range of
appropriate sanctions, including removalsfvim

. >

Institute housing and termination of student status.
There should also be a statement that MIT will -

makde-y
e-seF
rey e~drti~a)
retafiatfi

'.;'

Ed
-i

haJi~-i6iha~t'od.'--ist-iof,
how

i

pun,"
iti.tpuis; Dualb

tudit

to

cink

resfer

S

.!'Given the nature of authority and power that
faculty have with respect to students, the damage
that harassing faculty can inflict is particularly
severe and manifestly at odds with the educational
mission of MIT. The faculty must understand that
sexual harassment is unacceptable and will be dealt

tAdsn

b

their living gr
s Would
A
bed-eveped ainid
included. Finally, it should be explicitly stated that
students can request and receive alternative
housing pending the resolution of a complaint.
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All MIT supervisors (including faculty) have a
responsibility to uphold MIT policies regarding
harassment. MIT is legally responsible (as an
employer and federal contractor) for compliance
with civil rights legislation (Title VII and Title IX
of the Civil Rights Act). In addition, supervisors
may in some cases be personally liable for instances of harassment that occur under their
jurisdiction. If the supervisor cannot get the
harassment stopped or is reluctant to address the
situation, she or he should refer the complainant to
other individuals or offices that can help.
We recommend that every supervisor in the
Institute, including all members of the faculty,
be given guidelines and/or training on how to
deal with harassment, including sexual harassment. Such guidelines should be presented as part
of an educational package that also includes the
harassment policy, grievance procedure, and road
maps. In many cases, these could be presented in
the context of an educational or training program
on this subject. Given the magnitude of the
problem, it is likely that MIT will have to appoint
additional staff to perform this education and
training function.
Complaints of sexual harassment must be taken
seriously, whether or not the supervisor has
evidence that the harassment actually occurred. In
handling cases of sexual harassment, supervisors
need to recognize that control over the outcome of
a complaint by the complainant and confidentiality are both critically important. To help the
harassed individual make appropriate decisions,
supervisors should provide clear information
about the range of options and likely developments, timing, degree of confidentiality, and the
processes that will be followed. A crucial aspect of
this information is the identification of who has
responsibilities and/or obligations to act, as well
as to enforce decisions. Supervisors must respect

the confidentiality of complainants as well as the
privacy of alleged harassers.

There are certain individuals whose jobs specifically
include receiving and handling harassment complaints. We recommend that the responsibility and
authority of these individuals be' more clearly
defined, and that they receive appropriate training
and information to insure that,they handle complaints effectively. This group includes the counselors in the Medical Department and the Dean's
Office, the Special Assistants to the President,
Personnel Representatives, Campus Police officers,
department heads, deans, Lincoln Laboratory group
leaders, administrative officers, and Housemasters.
This group of people has all the responsibilities
listed above, as well as record-keeping duties.

We recommend hiat· theree be a written guideline
to MIT's multiple access system detailing who is
responsible for handling complaints, as well as
describing the process followed in investigative/
adjudicative complaints and Options for informal complaint resolution and mediation.

- -

Generally, complainants decide which route to
choose based on what malkes them comfortable as
well as on the adviceof complaint handlers and
other advisors and any written information that is
available. We emphasize that the option structure
is not hierarchical; so that, for example,-a comprlainant need not pursue informal -resolutionbefore
undertaking mediation or an investigative/adjudicative (hereafter IA) 'rOCess. In a similar vei, a
complaint may be resolved informally even-after an
I/A process has begun. Although there is a tension
between flexiblity .andexplesst we believe that
a broad range of options across We sPectritn
provides the most effective-mechanismn
to efnminate
harassment.
In order to allow a complainant to make decisions
in the most informed manner possible atid to.
clarify the grievance process, we recommends

t

c
I

2. that those so listed receive appropriate
training commensurate with the.
procedures relevant to heir responsibilities and be accountfable,.for tiles, .
responsibilities
3. that each complainant be given an explicit
account of the implications for confidentiality of thgspecif ic procedure the
.complainaantis considering; and
4. that each complainant be made explicitly
aware of who has authority to act and
under what circumstances, with or without the,consent of the coinplainant, with
respect to each of the methods of complaint handling.

one place, in written form, in order to clarify

Appendix B provides an outline of the road
maps.

Inform the offended person of MIT's responsibility to protect the rights of everyone, including the complainant, the alleged offender(s)
and other involved persons.

-Informal Resolution
Informal resolution is the method by which most
sexual harassment complaints are resolved at MIT.
Its primary aim is to stop harassing behavior.
Informal resolution is based on the interests of all
parties and is essentially ngn.-judgmental- in character, focussing rather on rowblem solving to stop the

harassment and to reach a workable slution.
While it is of utmost importance to have a variety
of options for informal action to meet the varying
needs of the situation and the individuals involved,
the lack of any commonly held understanding of
these processes can lead to confusion for those
seeking help via this option. General written
descriptions and examples of informal options can
give complainants ideas about how to resolve their
complaints. We suggest that they be formulated
and distributed.
Many complainants prefer to use these informal
options because they are perceived to be the most
flexible, while being the least confrontational and
complicated. If they work to stop harassment, the
committee believes that such procedures are
desirable.

Affirm the concern of the Institute and state
MIT's policy on harassment.
Give or refer the complainant to copies of MIT
policies on harassment and conflict of interest,
as well as road maps.

- I

_I
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.

1. that separate-lists be compiledofwho hasresponsibility for normal resolution,
investigationladjudication and/or median.

The Committee has outlined a set of road maps to
serve as guidelines for any member of the MIT
community who feels that she or he has been
harassed. The purpose of the road maps (and one
of the main goals of the Committee) is to gather
all pertinent information regarding harassment in

Offer a sympathetic ear and affirm confidentiality. If there are circumstances which might
compel violation of confidentiality, explain
these to the complainant.
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There are three broadL procedures by which
complaints of sexual harassment may be resolved
at the Institute: IfomnalW resolution, medliation,and investigation/adjudication.' Specific routes
are available toQ all memrbers.ofiWehVl commu- .
nity, but differ depending on their status, i.e.
whether stkdent, stairt or faculty (see-Ap edix
B
for more details). Within this context, the complainant should choose the complaint resolution
Option to be followed in her or his particular case.
To this end, individuals need clearly articulated
descriptions and explanations of these,available
options in order to make informed decisions.

One of the major topics to emerge from the
discussions of the Committee has been-lithat
individuals who feel harassed often do not know'
to whom to talk, where to bring their complaints,
and what may happen when a specific path for
redress has been chosen. Sometimes, complainants feel that the first route they choose is not
helpful, and they need to know where else they
can go for a sympathetic hearing. In short, even
though there are people- and processes already in
place to deal with the problem, getting harassment stopped can be a murky process at MIT and
can sometimes be as difficult and painful as the
harassment itself.

possibilities, to encourage complainants to come
forward, and above all, to aid in stopping harassment throughout the MIT community. MIT has
MIT's policy on sexual harassment;
many points of access to this process-already in
Names or offices for referral (see road maps); place. These guides will distinguish among
options such as counseling, various informal
Their own responsibilities to the complainant, actions for-stopping harassment, mediation, and
investigative/adjudicative processes.
the alleged offender, and the Institute.

--

I

Introduction

Discuss the next step (which might include
moving to another complaint handler or
procedure), and a time frame for resolution of
the complaint.

Guides to Resources/Procedures
(Road Maps)

---C

Procedures

Indicate MIT's policy that each party may be
accompanied by any member of the M[IT
community throughout the process.

All supervisors should have knowledge of:

Upon hearing a complaint of sexual harassment,
supervisors should follow a specific course of
action:

I

Discuss several options for resolution of the
complaint (see road maps), and if possible,
how to pursue avenues of resolution.

Guidelines for Those Receiving
Complaints
Those people who are in a position to receive and
handle complaints of sexual harassment should
have as much information and/or training as
needed to do this job effectively. We believe that a
multi-access system for resolving cases of sexual
harassment is preferable to a single, centralized
office. Different offices will need programs
tailored to their area of responsibility. However,
in order to insure consistency and reliability
throughout the system a basic set of information
and resources needs to be universally available.
The various programs should, therefore, be
developed in continual consultation with those
offices as well as with student input.

--
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We recommend that all complaint handlers,
including those who have specific responsibility
for handling informal resolution, be made aware
of the differences between counseling advice and
informal alternatives for stopping harassment.
ro ensure that complainants come forivard, they
need a great deal-of flexibility and control over the.
choice of options. Similarly, in order to be effective,
infornal complaint handlers need flexibility.
However, it is important that all members of the
MIT community recognize that different individuls have widely differing responsibilities to take
;pecific action upon hearing a sexual harassment
zomplaint. For example, a department head or a
lean has an obligation to pursue a complaint while
x,Special Assistant to the President does not. If a
.oncerned person wishes to speak to someone with
.he assurance that "nothing will be done without
permission.' then speaking to one of the Special
Assistants is more appropriate than speaking to one
)f the academic deans.
Zest offended people initially utilize informal
nethods. However, complainants should be made
aware of the possibility of pursuing other routes,
,specially since mediation or investigative/
idjudicatory methods may be the only ways to stop
harassment. However, these latter options can be
rying and difficult for the complainant and may,
hereforej call for an extra measure of-encouragenent and support for the-complainant.

dediiation
)ne of-our basic goals as'a'community should be to
nable people to world out problems so that normal

__

II

L_

__
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Investigative/Adjudicative Procedures
The essence of the I/A process is twofold: (1) there
is an investigation; (2)a formal decision is made
concerning the occurrence of harassment (i.e.
whether the complainant has been harassed by the
person against whom she or he has lodged the
complaint). In addition appropriate sanctions are
imposed if there is a finding of harassing behavior.
Thus, within this context all parties are asked to
give accounts of the relevant events. An invrestigation is always a part of this process and in some
cases, particularly those handled by the Office of
the Dean for Student Affairs (ODSA), there is also a
hearing. Because of its disciplinary nature, the
following currently have the authority to carry out
this option: deans in the ODSA, the Committee on
Discipline, personnel officers, department heads,
academic deans.
It is necessary to have a well-articulated [/A
complaint procedure for the following situations:
(1)any individual who prefers this mode of action;
(2) severe cases of harassment where it is felt that
sanctions may be necessary; (3) when informal
options or mediation fails. The existence of clear
procedures should not only encourage those facing
harassment to come forward but should also deter
-would-be harassers. -Ambiguous procedures can
discourage those who would otherwise choose to
use I/A procedures and thus make the system
more daunting. Neverth9eess, it must be recognized that, however clear, an invgestigative/adjudi,cativeprocess must be sufficiently flexible to allow
for the differences in each case. The following are
recommendations for how to make this option
clearer and -easiertouse.

While recognizing the need for flexibility, we
believe that some issues apply universally in every
I/A complaint. We recommend that descriptions
of common issues be written down and communicated to all I/A handlers as parameters within
which a complaint hearer may act with flexibility
and that the following issues be included in the
discussion of basic operating procedures for all
I/A processes at the Institute: confidentiality,
timeliness, retaliation appeals, sanctions, and
standards of proof. These will now be discussed
insofar as they have not been previously addressed
in this report.
Confidentiality

Confidentiality is an issue that is common to all
complaint resolutions. In particular, it is MIT's
policy to treat all complaints in as private and
confidential a manner as possible. However, there
may be-circumstances under which the complaint
handler is compelled to discuss a case with others at
the Institute or with law enforcement personnel
without the permission of the complainant. In
addition, different levels of confidentiality may be
maintained by different offices or individuals
handling complaints of sexual harassment or in the
course of different procedures for handling complaints. For example, I/A complaints require
notification and discussion with the accused. We
identify three levels of confidentiality.
1. Complete confidentiality means that
complaint handlers never discuss any
aspect of a case with anyone without
the complainant's permission, excepting
cases where someone may be physically
endangered.

Lnd respectu relationships survive. or manyThe first step in every I/A process normally
ndividuals, this works best through a process of
involves the complaint handler making sure the
nediation., MeidiationI is purely voluntary for all
person bringing the complaint understands the
)arties andnormally entails both parties meeting
nature
of the I/A process and chooses to go
ogether with a neutral. Successful mediation
forward with this option. A statement attesting to
eslts,in an oral or wfitten agreement. If the
this decision is in general given in writing, but in
lgreement is written, it may be private or on file at
some cases may be communicated verbally by the
he decision of the:partite-s Mediation agreements
person requesting this option. This initiating
or sexual harassment complaints must include a
pecification that there will be no harassment in the statement should also include some description of
the alleged harassment, and, if possible, some
uture (and no retaliation), whether or not there is
description~of the desired outcome.
ny agreement that harassment ictfia-fly-16ok place
n the past. Anyone funciItioig at MIT as a formal .
All individuals who have the authority and
nediatorii`_,%lR be trained and designated as a
responsibility to adjudicate I/A processes need to
Leutral. We belfelnhat cases involving faculty
understand
what is involved in undertaking thisLarassment present a specialspioblem'ikith respect
process.
In general, complainants should be
D finding appropriate mediators and that, in' such
advised
to
discuss I/A processes with someone
ases, faculty themselves may well be the best
Mediators.

Ve recommend that mediation bemade available
s a viable option for all. Disptiu-ng piiarties who
rant mediation should be able to choose a
wediator from an established list of mediators
rho serve at thei own discretion. Volunteers
including faculty, staff and students) should be
iven a common charge and a common traing
ad should be designated as neutrals for this urpose. They should reflect the diversity of the
Dmmunity and they should be able to handle allMes of harassment cases.

who handles these complaints before submitting
an initiating statement to be sure that she or he
understands the consequences with respect to
confidentiality, notification of the alleged harasser,
and the degree to which the complainant loses
control over the process.

Because each investigation must be tailored to meet
the specific situation, the I/A process can differ depending. on the details of the case and by whom
the case is being handled. Some processes can be',
written in more detail than others. Many individuals who feel harassed are more comfortable in
starting an I/A process if they have a clear explanation of what will happen during the process.
Therefore, we recommend that all individuals at

the Institute, students, staff and faculty have access to investigative/ adjudicative options
that have clearly written, well-specified procedures concemng the investigative and adjudicative process. While allowing flexibility to resolve
complaints on a case by case basis, the written
procedures would provide a general outline of
what the process entails. To-accomplish this goal
we recommend that, for consistency, all people
who undertake VA processes put their procedures
in writing and that these procedures be reviewed
by the Office-of the Provost.

I

2. Advisory confidentiality means that
complaints are not normally discussed
without the complainant's permission and
that the complaint handler retains discretion and power of decision in this regard. In
these circumstances complainants should be
notified of who has been informed of their
case.
3. Investigational confidentiality is observed
for complaints that are being investigated
and adjudicated. In these cases, due regard
for privacy is exercised, but a willingness
on the part of the complainant to allow the
sharing of information necessary to the
investigation is implied. However, in these
circumstances complainants should be
notified of who has been informed of their
case.
Participants in a complaint process need to know
when it is not possible to guarantee confidentiality.
We recommend that special care be taken by those
who handle harassment complaints to inform the
complainant early on about circumstances under
which complete confidentiality will be maintained
or might be lost. This could be accomplished in
part by making available written information
from

complaint handlers.about practices regarding

confidentiality, so that complainants can choose
the complaint handler/procedural Option with
which they feel most comfortable and which best
fits their needs.

I
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Appeals

Timeliness
Any investigation takes time - a commodity of
which there is too little at MIT. To improve the
speed of response of the system to charges of
alleged harassment, we recommend that:
1. Complaint handlers know when they have
responsibility to pursue an investigation.
While individuals associated with the
grievance and personnel systems understand this, many administrative officers
and department heads do not. In addition,
few faculty members understand these
obligations.

I

W \_ : :

Conclusion

The parties in a harassment case should have the
opportunity to appeal decisions that are made,
including the sanctions imposed at the end of an
investigation. In some cases there will be more
than one avenue of appeal available and the options
for appeal should be made explicitly clear to both
parties in the case. In order to maintain the appeal
structure, the Provost-or the President will not
ordinarily be primary receivers of a complaint and
will not take part in an investigation since they
represent the ultimate internal appeal authority.

__

i

This reportocusses primarily on sexualharassment. However,'it is the view -oftheComiditt
that many of its recommendations may-apply to
other forms of harassment as well. -Consequently
we believe that as the'various programs and
recommendations clle6d for are imiplemiented.they
be viewed as foraioug a basis for dealing with other
forms of harassment in our commuriitg 'In this
sense we hope thAt the Committee has madea
contribution that extends beyond the particular
scope of its charge.

I

I
I

i

Record Keeping
2. Every attempt should be made to settle
any complaint within a three week period.
If the matter goes beyond a month, then
there should be weekly contact (preferably
also in writing) with everyone involved.
Ideally, a case should begin to be considered within twenty-four hours of the
complaint being brought. It is important to
note that these should apply to all complaint-handling processes, not just I/A
procedures.

I

The Institute needs to have accurate irnormation
about incidents of harassment in order to assess the
effectiveness of programs of education and prevention. Information regarding the scope and nature of
harassment complaints and how they are resolved
should also be reported in order to inform and
educate the community. However, it is important to
maintain confidentiality in cases of harassment in
order to protect all of the individuals involved.

I

I

m

More generally there is a tension between the need
for individuals and groups to have information in
order to protect themselves and the need for individuals and groups to be protected from hanxt that
can come from information being made public.
We have considered these conflicting needs and
make recommendations below., lebr&d keepirig
and reporting are areas that will need further
attention as other recommendations in this -report
are implemented.

Standards of Proof

I

At the moment there are no consistent views
concerning standards of proof in investigations at
MIT. Since most cases of harassment are not
witnessed by others and since the burden of proof
is on the offended individual, there are difficult
situations in which it becomes the word of the
offended individual (e.g., a "weak" student or staff
member) against the alleged offender (e.g., a
"strong" and distinguished faculty member). In this We recommend that careful written records be
case, the question often becomes one of not whether , kept by the adjudicator in the case of complaints
which- are investigated and adiidicated and ihat
harassment occurred, but whether the offended
individual is stable or reliable. In this way offended these records be maintained as confidential. -These records should include a descripfidni'd dhepersons become a focus of the investigation. We
suggest that MIT look into ways of dealing with this case and the charges that were made, names of
individiuals that were involved in the cage, the
problem.
resolution of the complaint including any sanctions
Once it has been determined that the alleged
that were imposed, any letters that were issued to
behavior has occurred, there may also be some
the participants and any notes, communications,
question as to the character of the action; i.e.,
etc., deemed appropriate by the adjuddcatx-.;- .t Afwhether it does, in fact, constitute an harassing act.
In making such a determination the law has emWe also recommend that MIT keep a statistical
ployed what is known as the "rule-of-reason." This
record pf all concerns and complaints involving.;
criterion involves asking whether the conduct that
harassment. These statistics should be retained in,
has occurred was unreasonably disruptive.
a single office, and we suggest that the Office of
the Provost be the repository of the.infokmati , .
Sanctions
These records should be considered to-bescow en- i.;
tial in detail but are to be used to publish-a yearlyAfter an investigation has been completed, sancreport of the aggregate number and type of comtions may be imposed by the appropriate authority
plaint received (egg., in living.groups, in educational- ;
(e.g., the department head or ODSA dean). There is settings, etc.), their mode of resolutionj and.,thO_,,se fi: <;
a range of severity of appropriate sanctions extendrange of sanctions applied. This report would be . -,
ing to termination of employment or of student
published in Tech Talk and would serve as the basis
status. Sanctions should be designed to deter
.of a report to the Equal Opportunity Comimittee
individuals from harassing conduct. Education is
and to the faculty. Segregated datai siould lie madea possible remedy. In some cases, however, the
availaW,jo the indi-viduals who axewsponsiblefort I .behavior may be so harmful to the harassed
the various areas of ,theIlstitute. -- ---,t:.; -individual or the community that more punitive
measures are required.
With respect to the above issues of record keeping,
careful consideration needs to be given to who has Factors to be considered in devising sanctions
access to-.these records and when they should be v . ..
should include: the frequency of the actions, the
destroyed; The answers to these questions as Erg .
intent of the accused, the degree of harm caused to
as the details regarding the collection and-,dissemithe offended person and the community, whether
nation of this data should be left to the Offic of the ctA i
they are likely to change the harasser~s conduct, and Provost.-.; v
the status of the harasser (i.e., student, staff, or
faculty). Repeat incidents of harassment should
;i-~~
~~~~
- ,
.
;,
-r
1
incur more serious sanctions as should harassment
accompanied by retaliatory behavior.
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The sanctions imposed in particular cases are not
made public. However, the range of appropriate
sanctions and the frequency with which they have
been imposed in a given period should be reported to the community on a regular basis.
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Appendix A: Community Education

__
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__

Staff

Inclusion of post-docs in orientation and/or
training sessions for new graduate students,
teacliing assistants, or faculty.

Listed below are sug_ ge'
waysto_ inform tlie
various constitiuiees within. the`lMT.communit
Expansion of the section on sexual harassment in
aboutthe remof se'kal harafnt what -it, the Post-Doe Handbook.
is, what'areIIs pAcid, resoiies, and
procedures for deidir` with thib G~;lef.n.
~ Provision of information and discussion by faculty
We reconmiend
tidespread
that there bee
and
diverse educatiorinA aciities t" h out tlieyear,
targeted to specific ,&o*ps aswe aus tothe community as a-whole. We also recommend that an office,
perhaps the Provost's office, act as an informational
clearinghouse and maintain a calendar of such
activities.
We suggest that those people developing workshops and educational programs on sexual harassment consult the examples of programs (developed
for other universities or businesses) that are on file
in the office of the Associate Provost for Educational Policy and Programs and in the offices of the
Special Assistants to the President.
Faculty and Research Staff

Letters from department heads and lab directors to
all members of their areas. (Some department
heads have-already done this.)
Departmenta faculty meetings devoted to this
subject. These could mclude presentations or
videotapes on the issue, as well as information on
policies and procedures. Try to engage -one
faculty
member in each department to lead the discussion.
Incorporation of this issue into the program for the
new faculty orientation each fall. This might includE
participation by all new faculty in a training program on harassment, including sexual harassment.
Discussion at the random. faculty dinners hosted by
the associate provost.
Regular reports on the campus climate from the
Equal Opportunity Committee, to the facultyperhaps once a year.
Inclusion of a program on sexual harassment in the
orientation for freshman advisors.
Discussion or columrhs in Tech Talk, the Faculty
Newsletter, and other campus publications
perhaps including reprints of small items on this
topic from "'On Canipos With Women," published
by the Associadon of Anmercan Colleges.
Letters or other communications from.the Chair of
the Faculty.

.members .on this issue with their post-dots as well
-as other members of their labs.

Graduate Students

Inclusion of a program on sexual harassment in
the new employee orientation conducted by the
Personnel Office.
Articles in the Newsletter and Service Guide published by the Working Group on Support Staff
Issues, and other activities. Perhaps a subgroup
could be established to work out ways in which the
problem, policies, and procedures could be brought
to the attention of the support (and administrative)
staff.

Inclusion of information of this subject in the
departmental orientations for graduate students.

Training sessions or workshops that cut across
organizational lines.

Presentation/discussion at the Committee on
Graduate School Policy and at meetings of the
graduate administrators round table.

Consultation with the Manager of Labor Relations as
to whether there are training sessions, workshops,
etc., for unionized employees that might incorporate
this issue.

The workshop for teaching assistants conducted
by the Dean of-the Graduate School could include information on the topic. This might be
augmented by a specific training program on
sexual harassment.

Discussion and/or workshops on this topic with the
following groups:
Administrative Council meetings, chaired by
the President

Orientation for Graduate Residents in the dormntories, conducted by the Dean for Student Affairs
Office. This, too, should include a specific training
program on sexual harassment issues.

Information Group, chaired by the Vice
President and Secretary
Administrative Officers Meetings, chaired by
the Senior Vice President

-Graduate Student Council meetings or mailings,
including the GSC newsletter.

Career development workshops, conducted by
the Personnel Office

Orientation sessions for incoming international
students, which are coordinated by the Advisor to
International Students in the Dean for Student
Affairs Office. Such sessions could include the
showing of a film on cultural differences. The heads
of the various language/ethnic/cultural/religious
groups should participate in this and be offered
films Ad4 other resources.

Regular staff meetings conducted by supervisors or managers
In-service training sessions for Campus Police
Regular educational and training programs at
Lincoln Laboratory

Faculty discussion of this issue with their research
groups, as well as posting of relevant brochures and·
procedural guidelines.

Undergraduate Students
Development and dissemination of policy and X·
regulations governing living groups, which weila
include specific reference to all kinds of harassment.
~ iTrg~c~:Qror.aHoaste
mrs
and Graduate Residents,
iracludiag definition of their responsibilities and
liabilities m this regard.
Dorm meetings or study breaks on this subject
rganiized by Graduate Residents and H~ousemasters.

Discussionsin the Committee on Graduate School
Policy, Department Heads lunches, the Faculty
Council Lincoln Laboratory Group Leader meetings, Administrative Officer meetings etc., of the

problem, of MIT policy and of procedures for
handling miquiinies. or complaints.
Postdoctoral Fellows and Associates

Identification of one office that could include in its
responsibilities the creation and maintenance of a
post-doc mailing list, and could serve as a center of
communication with this grow on thisisand other
matters. Sauc an office could send publications
such as the Post-Doc Handbook, Policiesand
Proedures,and brochures such as ;rell Someone"
to the post-ocs. In the absence of such a central
mechanism, department headquarters should see
that all postdocs receive such publications.
Meetings of department heads with post-docs in
their departments, to develop a sense of community
and a way for these and other issues of concern to
post-docs to be identified and discussed.
Orientation on benefits'anid other issues, including
sexual harassment policy, conducted by the Personnel Office.'

Discussions, skits, and training on this matter
(including cultural differences) during Residence/
OrientationWeek activities. Contact for this activity
would be the Undergraduate Academic Suppoft
Office.

,I

Orientation or other programs in the fraternities and
independent living groups. Such activities could be
coordinated by-the Adviser to Fraternities in the
Dean for Student Affairs Office, Working with the
Interfraternity Council. It would be desireable to
have one or more of the fraternities to take the lead
in this, as was done in the past on sexual harassment
and on date rape.
Meetings of the Dormitory Council.
Student government activities, including spnsorship of forums and Institute-wide discussions. (We
understand there is an Undergraduate Association
committee on sexual discrimination that might be
drawn into this.)
Articles in The Tech, Tech Talk, and other campus
media.
Sessions during class when appropriate, in which
faculty members would address the problem and
stimulate discussion.
Discussions with the coaches and athletic staff to
determine how the athlelics structure could be used
to promote better understanding of the issue and to
counter incidents of sexual harassment.
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Appendix B: Outline of Road Maps
The following is a tentative sketch of what a road
map might contain. It is included here to provide a
rough idea of the kind of publication that the
Committee thought would be important for the
community to have.

This will include, from the newly revised policy,
some of the forms that sexual harassment may take.

Whom You Can Talk to if You FHeel
Harassed

Group leader (or associate/assistant group
leader)
Division assistant
Division Head
Personnel Office
Personnel Officer
Manager of Personnel Services
Director of Personnel
Director
Provost

i

I

,:·

··-··
: t=
3
.i··· ·;="

Pamela J. Loprest
Graduate Student, Department of Economics Mava F. Paczuski
A
o Elee-cal
7`Graduate$Student, Department
Engineefing an Computer Science

_,

,·-

I`

Al i·

Sarah L. Pallas
Postdoctoral Fellow, Devartment'b6 Brain and
'''

Cogtive Sciience

·i

Talking to harasser (with or without third party
present)

Mary Lou-Pardue
Professor, Department of Biology

Asking harasser's supervisor to intervene

Mary P. Rowe
Special Assistant to the President, and Adjunct
Professor in the Sloan School of Management

Asking another third party (i.e., ombudsperson or
campus police) to intervene

Con'stantine EC. Simonides
Vice President and Equal Oppo"tnty Officer

Generic approach (i.e., films, workshops, letters
from the department head, speakers addressing
appropriate groups without mentifoting

,·
*ilS
St
;

I Z,.

,

1'~

Arthur C. Smith
Professor of Electrical Engineering, and
Acting Dean for Student Affairs

complainant)

In living group situations, having harasser
removed fromt dormitory system, or finding
alternate housing for complainant (or both)

James R. Tewhey
Associate Dean'for Student Affairs

Seekpinrg explicit mediation

Clarence G. Williamng,
Special Assistant to the President and '
Assistant Equal Opporturiity Officer

Piling a complaint with Campus Police
Seeking formal investigation and adjudication

Other early-members d theC-6inMitfee who were
not able to continue for the fuBddiation of its work
included Yonald Chery (Graduate Student in
Electrical Engineering and Computer-Science), Jean
Moran (Undergraduate in Nuclear Engineering),
Howard Ro. (Undergraduate in ChemicalE-ngineering), and.Robert Brown (Head of the Depariment
:
of Chemical Engineering).

In cases where harasser is a student, seeking
involvement of Committee on Discipline

Scenarios
These will be anecdotal in nature, illustrating some
of the options listed above, and further illustrating
the ways that various offices may interact in the
case of a harassment complaint; it will.:be dear that
these are only possible solutions, and .hat the
system is flexible in order to accommodate the .
needs of the community. They will illustrate the
problem in a more graphic sense, in a way that has
been proven to have impact on those with noknowledge of the issue, especially through their
relevance to the MIT experience.

Whom to talk to if you are a staff member
This includes administrative, support, or
sponsored research staff. The options are
listed by proximity to the staff member; it is
always acceptable to move laterally between
them, and to choose any point of entry.
Universal options
Supervisor (direct or indirect)
Administrative Officer
'C --

Mildred S. Dresselhaus
Institute Professor, Professor of Electrical
Engineering and Physics

Kathryn W. Lombardi
Executive Assistant to the President, and
Director of Public Relations Services

Writing a letter to harasser

Whom to talk to if you are a faculty member
Universal options
Department Head/Laboratory Director
Administrative Officer
Dean (and assistant deans) of school
Provost (and Associate Provosts)
Officers of the faculty (Chair, etc.)

-

Salie W. Chisholm
Professor of Civil Engineering and Director of-the
MIT-Woods Hole Joint Program in Oceanography

Samuel Jay Keyser (Chair)
Professor of Linguistics, and Associate Provost for
Educational Policy and Programs,

Discussion and development of custom-tailored
option

Whom to talk to if you are a Post-Doctoral
Associate or Fellow
Universal options
Faculty supervisor, or other sympathetic
faculty member
Department/Laboratory Head
Administrative Officer
Personnel Office
Personnel Officer
Manager of Personnel Services
Director of Personnel
Provost (and Associate Provost)
Academic deans

-Hsiao-hua Burke
Associate Group Leader, Signature Studies and .
Analysis, Lincoln LAboratoryT

Thomas H. Jordan
Professor of Geophysics and Head of the
Department of Earth, Atmospheric, and
Planetary Sciences

Each of these options will be followed by a brief
explanation, including which offices or people can
help with implementation, where appropriate; this
list is understood not to be all-inclusive.

Universal options
Graduate resident (in undergraduate living
groups)
House master
Faculty advisor, or other sympathetic faculty
member
Course/lab instructor or Lincoln Laboratory
group leader
Office of the Dean for Student Affairs
Office of the Dean of the Graduate School
Department/Laboratory Heads
Deans of Schools

1,

Stephanie Harriston-Diggs
Assistant Dean for Student Affairs

Options for Action

Discussion with no action requested

c'
1·

Genevieve M. Hammond
Administrative Assistant, Alumni Association

Whom to talk to if you are a guest or visitor
on campus
We will list here the universal options which
apply to any member of the community;
including visitors.

Whom to talk to if you are a student (undergraduate or graduate)
Each of the following will be accompanied by
a brief explanation of its function and responsibility with regard to harassment. These are
listed, more or less, by level of formality, with
some overlap.

i·r
r:
r

Ann F. Friedlaender
Professor of Economics and Civil Engineering and
Dean of the School of Humanities and Social
Science

supervisor

Ombudspersons
Campus Police
Nightline
Religious advisors
Social workers
Medical providers
Committee on Discipline (for complaints
brought against students)
Faculty
Department Heads
Deans

iB
r
r

The MIT Committee on Sexual Harassment was
appointed by Provost John M. Deutch ini November 1989.-Membership was drawn-from theAcademic Council, faculty, administration, staff,
post-doctoral fellows, and the student body:

Whom to talk to if you are a Lincoln
Laboratory staff or support staff member
Universal options
Direct supervisor, or another trusted

Universal Options - for use by anybody
Each of the people or offices listed below are
sources from which any member of the MIT
community is free to ask advice and other
intervention, regardless of her or his status
within MIT. Here, we will first list general
descriptions of the role and duties of each
office or individual, along with locations and
telephone numbers. We will also list each of
these options in each of the other complainant
categories, for full coverage of options.

r

Appendix C: The Committee

Whom to-talk to if you are an employee
represented by a.union
It will be explained here that employees.
represented by a union are bound by those
grievance procedures contained in their
contract and that it is always acceptable to go
.directly to management. The Manager of
Labor Relations will be asked to help draft a
statement for this section.

Definition and Explanation of the MIT
Harassment Policy

.i

Department Head or Laboratory Director
Academic deans
Vice President~s)
Personnel Office
Personnel Officer
Manager of Personnel Services
Director of Personnel

--

--

-- --·-

----

I

-Anne-Gudaitis provided, staff support for the
_Committee.-:

·"

- ii~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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I
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Page 8, Report of the MIT Commiltee on Sexual Harassment
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Boy Meets Boy, the acclaimed spoof of
'30s musicals that teases heterosexual romantic conventions, continues through
December I at the Paramount Penthouse
Theater, 58 Berkeley Street, Boston. Performances are Wednesday-Saturday at
8 pm. Tickets: $5. Telephone: 426-3550.
Candids, George Bernard Shaw's comedy about the falsehoods underlying marriage, continues through November 18 at
the New Repertory Theatre, 54 Lincoln
Street, Newton Higtlands, near the Newton Highlands T-stop on the Riverside
'D' green line. Performances are
Wednesday at 2:00, Thursday &Friday at
8:00, Saturday at 5:00 &8:30, and Sunday at 3:00 &7:30. Tickets: $12 to $15.
Telephone: 332-1646.
Cinderella, an original musical adaptation of the classic fairytale, continues
through November 18 at the Boston
Baked Theatre, 255 Elm Street, Davis
Square, Somerville, near the Davis
Square T-stop on the red line. Performances are Saturday at I pm and Sunday
at I pm &3 pm. Tickets: S5. Telephone:
628-9575.
Contemporary Insariby II: The Sequel,
tacklin$ censorship, ethics, sex, and
scandal, continues indefinitely at the
Boston Baked Theatre, 255 Elm Street,
Davis Square, Somerville. Performances
are Friday at 8:1S and Saturday at 7:00 &
9:15. Tickets: $14.50 and $16. Telephone: 628-9575.

-

-

Cut the Cord and Narrows, one-act plays
by James Doherty and Lori Rosner, continue through November 10 at the New
Ehrlich Theatre, 539 Tremont Street,
Boston. Performances are Thursday-Saturday at 8 pm. Tickets: S10. Telephone:
482-6316.
Forbidden Broadway 1990, the latest updated version of Gerard Alessandrini's
musical comedy revue, continues indefinitely at the Terrace Room, Boston Park
Plaza Hotel. Performances are TuesdayFriday at 8 pm, Saturday at 7 pm &
10 pmn, and Sunday at 3 pm & 6 pm.
Tickets: S17 to $25 depending on performance. Telephone: 357-8384.
A Girl's Guide to Chaos, the off-Broadway comedy hit about the rocky road to
romance, continues through November 25 at Nick's, IOD Warrenton Street,
Boston. Performnances are Wednesday &
Thursday at 8:00, Friday &Saturday at
7:00 & 9:30, and Sunday at 3:00. Tickets: 510 to $18.50. Telephone: 482-0930.
Julius Caesar, by Williamn Shakespeare,
continues through November 30 as a presentation of Visions Theater Company at
the Leland Center, Boston Center for the
Arts, 539 Tremont Street, Boston. Performances are Thursday-Saturday at
8 pmn, with Saturday matinee at 2 pmi.
Tickets: $10 general, $8 seniors and students. Telephone: 868-1750.
Nunsense, Dan Goggin's comedy about
the Little Sisters of Hoboken who stage a
talent show to raise money to bury four
of their number, continues indefinitely at
the Charles Playhouse, 74 Warrenton
Street, Boston. Performances are Tuesday-Friday at 8 pm, Saturday at 6 pin &
9 pmn, with matinees Thursday at 2 pm
and Sunday at 3 pmn. Tickets: $15.50 to
$26.50 general, half-price for seniors and
students on Thursday matinee. Telephone: 426-6912.
..

* r * CRITICS' CHOICE * * *
Sarafindl, the musical celebration of
South African students' resistance to
and rebellion against apartheid, continues through November li at the
Colonial Theatre, 106 Boylston
Street, Boston. Performances are
Tuesday-Saturday at 8 pm, Sunday at
7 pm, with matinkes Saturday &Sunday at 2 pm. Tickets: $25.0 to
l42.50. Telephone: 426-9366.
Shear Madness, the long-running comic
murder mystery, continues indefinitely at
the Charles Playhouse, 74 Warrenton
Street, Boston. Performances are Tuesday-Friday at 8:00, Saturday at 6:30 &
9:30, and Sunday at 3:00 &7:30. Tickets: S18 and $23. Telephone: 451-0195.
Two Trains Running, the latest in August Wilson's decade-by-decade exploration of the African-American experience,
continues through November 25 at the
Huntington Theatre, 264 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Performances are Tuesday-Saturday at 8 pm, with.Wednesday,
Saturday, & Sunday matinees at 2 pm.
Tickets: $16 to $32. Tel: 266-0800.
Woman In Mind, Alan Ayckbourn's humorous and disturbing play about a
woman going mad, continues through
December 2 at the Lyric Stage, 54
Charles Street, Boston. Performances are
Wednesday-Friday at 8:00, Saturday at
5:00 & 8:30, and Sunday at 3:00. Tickets: $13.50 to S17.50. Tel: 742-8703.
Womb for Rent, A ProChoice Comedy,
performed by the Sleeveless Theatre,
continues through November 18 at the
Boston Baked Theate, 255 Elm Street,
Davis Square, Somerville. Performances
are Sunday at 7:30. Tickets: S10 general,
$8 students. Telephone: 628-9575.
. ..
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vrpoess UtscEnu0g, Tennessee wllliams' play about human frailty and forbidden love betweeri a woman and the
stranger in town to whom she gives a
job, continues through December 8 at
the Back Alley Theater, 1253 Cambridge
Street, Inman Square, Cambridge. Performances are Thursday-Sunday at
8 pm. Tickets: $15. Telephone: 491-8166.
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Compiled by Peter Dunn

Alce's Adventures In Wonderland, the
original musical adaptation of Lewvis
Carroll's classic, continues through November II at the Wheelock Family Theatre, 200 The Riverway, Boston, near the
Fenway T-stop on the 'D' green line. Performances are Friday &Saturday at 7:30
and Saturday &Sunday at 3:00. Tickets:
$7.50 and $8. Telephone: 734-4760.
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Visul AIDS 111, a poster collection reflecting the issues'and cultural attitudes,
of diverse organizations and countries,
continues through December 1- Airve
Orlsa: The Gods/Africamims in the
Azedcs, exploring the manifestations
of Yoruba religious belief in the Americas, continues through December 16;
and Doc Edgerton: Stopping Time, photographs and memorabilia documenting
the invention and use of the strobe ligh
continues indefinitely at the MIT Mue
um, 265 M'assachusetts Avenue, Cambridge. Museum hours-are Tuesday-;
Friday 9-5 and Saturday-Sunday 1-5.
Admission: $2 requested donation, free
to MIT community. Tblephone: 2534444.

Huntington Avenue, Boston. Gallery
hours are Monday-Fiday 9-5 and Saturday-Sunday 1-5. Telephone: 437-2355.
*

*-0*

Linda Connor: SpIrs Journey, 112 photographs from the Museum of Contem-porary Photography in Chicago spanning the years 1967 to 1990, continues
through December 2 tt the Photographic
Resource Center, 602 Commonwealth
Avenue, Boston. kOurs are TuesdaySunday 12-S and Thursday 12-8. Admission: $2 general, Sl seniors and students.
Telephone: 353-0700.

dia styles from 12 artists; and Synthetic
Spaces: Holography at MIT, the first
selective survey of computer-generated
holography at MIT originating in the
Spatial Imaging Laboratory, continue
through November 18 at the List Visual
Arts Center, MIT Wiesner Building ES.
Gallery hours are weekdays 12-6 and
weekends 1-5. No admission charge.
Telephone: 2534680.
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truit, depicting rianineit meibeii'of
New-York's Jewisb- community' in -the
'1730s, continues thlroushDeceiber 9 in
-the;C.-Broun "cllry, Museum of Fine
Arts, 465 Huntingtona
Avea-ug, Boston.
Museum heui are-lbesdaji&Yin
104
.and Wednesday 10-10. Admission: 6
general, $5 seniors aid students,'fre
-with MIT ID., Telephone: 267-W00.- '

Like v'OWEyed Cat, combining wellknown with previously unexhibited photographs by Lee Riedlander 195487,
and Edgerton, Goeh~e, Papaprge and
Siskind: A Photogmakic Portlloli, continue through December 23 at the Wellesley College Museum, Jiwett Arts Center,
Wellesley. Museum hours are MondaySaturday 10-l , Tuesday & Wednesday
10-9, and Sunday 2-S. No admission
charge. Telephone: 235-0320 ext. 2051.

M.s,. LOus,
nine major canvases by
one of the pioneers of stained painting,
continues through December9 in the
Carter Gallery, Museum of Fine Arts,
465 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Museum hours are Tuesdar-Sunday 10-5 and
Wednesday I0-10. Admission: S6 general, $5 seniors and students, free with
MIT ID. Telephone: 267-9300.

Mojo Nizon andd.Tk Dead M
ylkine
at
the Channel on November 14. Skinny
poppy at the Somenfille Theatre on November 14. The Lym at the Rat on November 16. Ado Guthde at the Berklee
Performance Center on November 16.
Dance Theatre of Hoide at the Wang

Multimedia SoultBwas, -featuring ceramics by Janet Lever, Eaine Bolz, and David Hutchinson, furniture by Mark
Erickrson, wearable an by Susan Summa,
turned wood by Robert Sterba, and jewelry by Margaret Dwvison, Anne Dankoff, and Deborah Conrad, continues
through December 9 at TeiiArrow Gallery, 10 Arrow Street, Cambridge. Gallery hours are Moadiay-Saturday 10-6
and Sunday 1-5. Telephone: 876-1117.

Citi Club on November 17. Cocteau
Twins at the Orpheum Theatre on November 18. The Nutadcer presented by
Boston Ballet, November 23 to December 30., Sex, Drum, Rock and RoN, with
Eric Bogosian, at the Wilbur Theater,
November 27 to Decimber 9. Playboy of
the Watern World at the Colonial Theatre, Novimber 27 to -December 2. ivbng Colour at the Orpheum on'December 6. Indigo Girls at the Orpheum on
December 11 and 12.

r

* * CRITICS' CHOICE * * *
Courtly Splendor: Twelve Centuries
of Treasures fromJapan, showing the
unique role played by the Japanese
court as patron of the arts as well aselucidating the refined activities of the
aristocracy, continues through November 25 as the Museum of Fine
Arts, 465 Huntington Avenue, Bostoni. Museum hours are Tuesday-Sunday 10-5,and Wednesday 10-10. Admission: $6 general, $5 seniors and
students, free with MIT ID. Telephone: 267-9300.
_

:The
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.Tk Unkue Prit: .7f Into. 90, '10
printed images documenting-the sui'e of
interest in the unique print in the latt'd&phone: 267-9300:
cade, continues through December 16 in
Art + <Arcilecteem, an exhibition of-, the Torf Galleryi -Museun of Fine Arts,
465 -Huntington Avenue, Boston. Musewosk by part-time faculty of the Department of--Art and'Architecture at North- - -im -hours are TePsds-Sunday 10-5 and
Wednesday 10-10. Admission: S6 gcereastern University, continues through
al, S- seniors and students, free with
November 30 at the Gallery-Dodge LiMIT ID.- Telephone: 267-9300.
brary. and Richards Hall- Gallery, 360

Satellite Inteligence: blew Art from Bst

_

mi

L _

paintings., photograiis, prints, and sitespecific installations by 17 young, .contemporary East Genman artists, continues. through NOvenftr 30 at the Grossman Galery,-Schod
of the Museum of,
Fine Arts, 230 The Faway, Boston. Tele-

ton and San Digo, a wide range of me-

,,

Il

New Territory: -Art onEt Gamfy,

Lawrence B. Ande'rson '3: Artist, Ed"cator, Arcbhtect, an installation celebrating the distinguished career of the former
dean of the MIT School of Architecture,
continues through December 14 at the
Compton Gallery, between Buildings 10
and 13. Gallery hours are weekdays 9-5.
No admission charge. Tel: 253 1111.

OFF CAMPUS

I

Remet PuintlM byNo& Hall continues
through November 29 at the Trustman
Art Gallery, Main Cdlege-Building, Simmons College, 300 The Fiiway, Boston.
Gallery hours are 10-4:30. Telephone:
738-2124.

ON CAMPUS
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Center, November 16 to 18. Igy Pop at
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Wif the only Pd etic-fea hlj solid modeling CAD/CAM technology,

Classified Advertising in The Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid,
with complete name, address, and
phone number. The Tech, W20483; or PO Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge, MA 02139.
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Reduced-Rate No-Penalty -Airfares
for December-January travel to California, Washington, Oregon, Nevada, Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Texas. Call (415) 348-1830
between 7 and 9 am or after 8 pm
California time.

c

I
c

Dissertation Consultants help you
bring your dissertation into being
and successful completion. We
support you in working better, faster, overcoming blocks and avoiding
pitfalls. For information 617-8763234.

r

r

The Tech Subscription Rates: $17
one year 3rd class mail ($32 two
vears); $44 one year 1st class mail
1$86 two years); $49 one year foreign; $8 one year MIT Mail 12 years
$15). Thee Tech, W20-483;, or PO
Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge,
MA 02139. Prepavment required.
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Pro/ENGINEER from Parametric Technology Corporation has
become the driving force in the
industry. This revolutionary software system generates mechanical
designs at lightning speeds. An
easy-to-use family of products,
Pro/ENGINEER understands
mechanical design maneuvers.
Alter a dimension, it changes all
slots, fillets, and other features
automatically. With one common
database, a change anywhere is
captured everywhere. And,
Pro/ENGINEER works. on all
UNIX-based engineering workstations. A fbndamenta breakthrough in CAD/CAM technology, Pro/ENGINEER is altering
the course of the industry.
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Now, you can put your career on the
fast track - developing this pacesetting product line. All you need to
succead are a BS/MS degree and an
impreaive academic record. Experience in CAD software and mechanical design OR a strong applications
priogram-g cpU r sience back-.
ground and knowledge of vector
algebra and analytic geometry are
also requiredIn addition 'to--a--stimulaiwwork
environment, PTC offers excellent
salaries and god benefitC-atch the
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Call Now To Get
A Score You'll
Be Thankful For!
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College Recruitmfient D n)
Parametric Technology
torpora
don,
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ICA -ojgflers rare--loo at Soviet avant-garde art
Soviet conceptual art grew from Sots art.
A
and Apt (Apartment) art. Komnr and Mei
nlamid, working in the early 1970s, coined
the term Sots art, which is similar to
4.
American Pop art, seekaing to subvert soe~~ialist ideology and propaganda. The
~~
~
phrase Apt art camae from the fact -thatin
the '60s unofficial artists were forced to
-- EB SANDE CHEN
hold exhibitions in their cramped apartN. THE FIRST EmMBFaION -of its kind, ,ments. This negative aspect changed in the
the Institute of Contemporary .Art
'70s and '80s when unofficial art magaoffers a rare opportunity to experi- zines and illegal shows flourished, turning
the constraints-of Soviet fife in , Apt art into a distinct style.
a way which is both provotve and enIn conceptualism, the idea behind, the
lightening. Painted in the sickening blue work is more important than the physical
color so common to Moscow, the ICA object representing the idea. Thus Soviet
takes the guise of the communal apart- conceptual art is a reflection of the Rusment, a place of banality and emptiness, a sian mentality and a representation of consymbolic representation of contemporary temporary Russian problems. Moscow reRussian culture..
mains the center for this deeply operated
:oSoviet- avant-garde- has always been
movement. Its key figures are Ilya Kabaaround, biit it was'-not until glasnost that ;kov, father of Soviet conceptualism, Anunderground -artists could freely exhibit :drei Monastyrsky, leader of the group Coltheirvworlk In 1932, Stalin abolished jall lective.Actions, and of course, Komar and "Taste" (1989, Sergei Volkov)
art organizations and established a Union E Melamid, who have since emigrated to the suiting from 50 years of forced repression
of individualism.
of Soviet Artists-.to regulate Soviet art and United States.
promote cultural dogmas. Under KhrusIlya Kabakov has had a great influence
Kabakov uses bits of refuse, and strings
chev, restrictions were loosened, but again upon younger artists for the past 20 years. themi up in a darkened environment. Overimposed when Khruschev determined cer- His "Sixteen Strings" is part of a larger heard snatches of everyday conversation
tain art to be "obscene" and 4offensive." work entitled "Ten Characters," in which pipe in and out, and with a handy flash"lUnofficial" artists, began a life of hiding. the life of a communal apartment is light, translations can, be seen on the wall.
In -1976, Vitaly Kotamr and Alexander Me- * recreated with- 10 imaginary characters. The typical family yearns and plots for anlamide'- paintings had'to be smuggled to ."Siktden.String'is a representation'of the other room and worries that the neighbors
New York for the first exhibition of Sots communal kitchen,. the heart of communal might' be having tod' many kids. Other
(Socialist) art.
apartment 'lifej and the basic banality re- comments are more, universal, such as
THE ND `SOVIET ~F~T
Between Spring and Sutmmw Soviet
ConcptuallArttin
thcEraof Lae
Communisn.
otorAr,
ACtomenstism.te
NoL.
6 I to Jan.
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"My Lord, another cockroach has fallen
into the dish! Look! There's another one!
. ." or "Well, why, why were you bothering me, I don't know where your little rodent is!"
One of Kabakov's followers is the leader
of Collective Actions, Andrei Monastrysky. Collective Actions is a group of
performance artists who believe that art is
continuous, rather than a discrete object
(Please turn to page 16)
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bkok at this glass and say:
- "llamas gott be other

Student activities, administrative offices,
academic-doPartments and other groups both on and off the MIT campus,- can
list meetings, activities, and other ansounce'mens in Yte.-Teha*'s,- "Notes' section. Sexd items of interest (typed and
doublet spaced) via In'stitute mail to "News
Notes, The Tech, room W20483," or via
US mail to "NewsvsNotes, The Tech, PO

,··,-Box42%;A
?j~iBridtk

--

:~Cambridwigs
`h

lookingfor people who

-MAA' ~

02139." Notoes
irun on a space-available basis only; priority is given to official-Instit~tie-nnouncements and MIT student activities.- XT&,Teh..serves the right to edit
all listings, and ifiakis& no.egidorseent of
grboups or activities liste~d'.- I

··

, -'Anouncements
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... e'sports-medicinre division .of the MIT"
Athletic. Department sponsors a ftiiess
traaing progra for all interested students
and employees of thelllstitute. who hold
-valid athletic car&. --Individ uilsW~tI .
age of 35 must obtain medical clearance
from a personal physician before being allowed to participate- in the program. The
tests consist- of a submaximal aerobic ergometer test, flexibility exercises; body fat-',
percentage, and,muscular strength and en-'
durance measurements, and takes about 40
minutes to complete. For further information call x3-4908S 2:30 6:00 pm, MondayThursday. The tests are free of charge.

h

: :
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The Bostorn University Astronomy
Department sponsors Open Observatory
Night every Wednesday from 8:309:30 pm. For more information call 3532360.
Harvard University Gradlue School of
Design is sponsoring lectures. For more information call 495-9340.

CR

AU first-tie student loss borroas
(Perkins, Technology, or Stafford Student
Loans) are required to attend a loan counseling session. Please contact the Bursar's
Office for a schedule of the sessions.

1:

We neea people capaole of going
beyond half-full or half-empty
thinking. PeoDle who see subtleties.
Who are quite frankly bored by easy
answers and off-the-shelf solutions.
People whio are constantly
challenging their own thinking and
are thirsty for new Ideas and
knowledge
You'll have a degree from a top
school. Getting a Job won't really be
an Issue. The question Is: Which job?

Surplus equipment is available for departments and members of the MIT community in the Equipmenl Exchwt, building NW30, every Tuesday and Thursday
from, 11-3 pm. Thirty days after being ad-

vertised in Tech Talk the equipment is sold.

I_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Which industry?

You don't want to get locked
Into one area and tnen discover
three to five years from now that you
don't like It. By then you've Invested
too much.

[E

'' 1990 At tsen Conswultn. AA &Co. SX_

Andersen Consulting offers you
the chance to work on a vanety
of projects-with clients In a wide
range of industnes.
We are the leader in helping
organizations apply information
technology to their business advantage. Every hour of every business
day, we implement a solution to help
one of our more than 5.000 clients
worldwide.
What makes that possible Is the
quality of our people. Arid the quality
of our training. We're known for both.
Because business and technology are ever-changing, we see
training as a continuing process.
And our $123-million Center for
Andersen Consutong is an equal omortunty
empnoe.

Z

Professional Education in St. Charles.
Illirnois. Is just one measure of our

commitment. We train you for a
career-not just a job.
Are you the kind ofperson we're
talking about? The kind of person
with an unquenchable desire for
challenge and professional growth?
Ifso, come talkto us. And
find out more about a career with
Andersen Consulting.

ANDERSEN
CONSULTING
FORTHUR ANDERSEN &CO.. S.C.

Where we go from here.

I

A_ ~~~~~~~~~

We look forward to seeing you on Wednesday, November 7, 1990,
from 7 to 9 p.m., in Room 4-153.
I
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Between Spring and Summer brings Soviet conceptualart to Boston
-I

%-V

(Continued from page 15)
or event. They stage "country walks" in
which participants have no idea what
they're meeting for, and go about doing
individualist things. There is no audience.
Their ideas emphasize randomness and
emptiness and are based on Zen, minimalism, and a study by John Cage.
In addition to the "country walk,"
documented in "Ten Appearances,"
Andrei Monastrysky has another work of
particular interest. "Finger" is a hollow
black box attached to the wall, and
through the principle of interaction, one is
invited to direct a finger at oneself.
Komar and Melamid have found an artistic haven in Bayonne, NJ, where they
see parallels to Moscow. They explore the
failures of capitalism and communism. In
"Bayonne Rock Garden" various soon-tobe wilting plants are mixed with corroded
metal. Unfortunately, the plants haven't
died yet, and are, in fact, thriving. (Hopefully, they will die in the near future.)
Komar and Melamid's other works address
the mythology of the heroic worker and its
contrasting reality.
Another upshot of Collective Actions is
members Elena Elagina and Igor Makarevich's "Pure," a condemnation of the lack
of medically safe abortions available in the
Soviet Union. Letters made from bathroom tiles, plastic worms, crematorium
urns, and a jug of urine-looking liquid
give a decidedly "impure" mood.

=i

A

The Peppers, husband and wife team depends on taste' and two seesawing- can- military danger.".
Africa (Sergei Bugaev).is also ingerested
Oleg Petrenko and Ludmila Skripkina, vases, appropriately starts off the exhibition,
in
party slogan-and propaganda..Inspired
as
a
reference
to
the
changing
disalso employ seemingly eclectic materials,
tinetion
by
between
billboards of party slogans, he parodies
unofficial'and
official,
such as wash basins and peas, a staple Sothe cult .of Lenin with "Mhe Orthodox Toviet food. In "Bone Marrow," peas ooze and the rapid movement of Soviet art.
Andrei Roiter is preoccupied with the talitarian Alter in the Nanme.of Anufriev,"
out in a very unsettling manner. Similarly,
color
green, antithesis to Communist red a,veritable shrine to Anifriev. Large
Konstatin Zvezdochetov erects an altar to
and
a
common Sots color. The gritty tex- photos of Anufriev occupy the altar and
an apple, in "Towel Holder," commenting
on the abundant food shortages in Mos- ture of his paintings reflects the harsh, Anufriev-like offerings are placed before
it. An Anufriev banner covers the facade
cow. His "Box on a Bag with Sand" re- drab life of Muscovites.
In -957, Khrushchev abolished the of the ICA, stating, "ANUFRIEV WAS
minds one of interesting evil things found
Academy of Architecture, dismissing any . .: ANUFRIEV IS .. .. ANUFRIEV
in hangmen's gallows.
Andrei Filippov presents "The Last Sup- hope for innovative architecture. The team WILL BE ... ANUFRIEV DOES EXIST
per" Soviet-style, complete with sickles Alexander Brodsky and Ilya Utkin, along ... ANUFRIEV DID EXST ... ANUand hammers at each plate. Nearby lays with Yuri Avvakumov, are among those FRIEV WILL EXIST ... " Just w}ho is
the wax-encrusted "Old Testament." Be- known as "paper architects." Their designs Anufriev?
Sergei Anufriv, along with Yurii Leiderhind the table, birds spell out strange are not intended for realization, and are a
response to the ugly, ubiquitous Soviet man and Pavel Peppershtein, are members
omens in "Auspex.'
Vbdim Zakharov's "After the Fur" looks apartments. In "Space Bridge' Yuri Awa- of the group Medical Hermeneutics. They
like magnified belly button lint, or more kumov andSergei Podyomschikov put pa- use cartoon cutouts against high brow
conceivably, bits of a dead animal after it's per architecture to the test. The large texts to illustrate the emptiness of lanbeen skinned. Zakharov is undecorative in sculpture is made from decks of playing guage. "New Year," a Christmas tree with
a preponderance of stuffed animals-, cel'Two Years Between Hiding and Infec- cards.
Timur
Novikov
addresses
the
Soviet
war
brates childhood innocence, purposeless
tion," a whole wall of monochromatic
gray, though it's a very nice shade of gray. machine by juxtaposing feminine materials play, and holidays.
Between Spring and Summer is an enterFor years, Zakharov wore an eye patch to with aggressive male symbols. Irony exsignify the censorship of artists and had udes from the tiny battleship, tank, space- tainling tryst through Soviet culture, but it
performances in which tiny elephants at- ship, and plane in -Water, Air, Space, is important not to place Western biases
tacked his naked back to denote the philis- Earth," a departure from normal depic- upon this work. These artists are aware of
tions of heroic Soviet military might.
Western influences, but choose instead to
tines in charge of Soviet art.
Sergei
base their work on everyday Russian life,
Mironenko
utilizes
this
irony
in
a
In the same room, Sergei Volkov
clearer
and the political and social climate there.
form.
His
"Room
for
a
Hero"
expresses the need for individualism in
leads
Their
not to glory but to an austere hospiviews provide us -with new insights,
"Palm," "Thumb," and "Cat."' His
"Taste," which has an artist's easel with tal bed, above which is written' the party and enrich the new feeling of openness be-the words "the arrangement of the picture slogan, "Imperialism is the source of tween the United States anld the USSR.
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notices
Student Group Notices

e

The MIT Folk Dance Club sponsors two
evenings of international dancing at MIIT
on Sunday nights in the Sala de Puerto
Rico and Wednesday nights in Walker
Gym, both at 7:30 pm. Beginners are welcome; no partner is needed. Call 253-3655
(FOLK) for more information.

BURCHARD SCHOLARS
i- -PR·OGRAM
;

Meeting Times
Every Tuesday at I pm in Walker 220,
there is a Japanese Lunch Table. Bring a
bag lunch, make friends and join this lively
group. All levels are welcome!

i

A_

THE 1991 BURCHARD,-SCHOLARS PROGRAM

IS NOW ACCEPTING-APPLICATIONS
The Burchard Scholars Program brings together
distinguished members of the faculty and promising Juniors and
sophomores who have demonstrated excellence in some aspect
of the humanities and-social sciences as well as in seience and
engineering. Twenty Burchard Scholars are invited to a series
of dinner-seminars throughout the year to discuss topics of
current research or interest introduced by faculty members,
visiting scholars or Burchard Scholars. The 1991 program
begins in February.

The Massachusetts Risk and Insurance
Management Society is making an educational scholarship available to business administration majors with a strong interest
in risk management. For more information
and an application, please contact Laureen
Feinman at (617) 890 6352.
In View, a magazine for college women,
is offering s2500 awards to college women
for outstanding accomplishments beyond
the classroom. For more information, contact David Jarrard at 254-0575.
A free financial aid handbook is available for prospective and present college
students. The Handbook for College Admission and Financial Aid is available by
writing or calling the Association of Independent Colleges and Universities, Suite
1224, 11 Beacon Street, Boston, 021083093; (617) 742-5147.

For information or an application, contact: Dean's Office, SHSS, E51-234
(x3-8961) or the HASS Information Offices 14N-408 (x3-4443).

.Word Pirocessuing
SrIcs
,

_,

ALL MIT SOPrIOORES AND JUNIORS

Fellowships, Schol1arships,
G3rants, and Awards

l~l

F

1-:,

Men Against Sexual Assault: Monthly
discussion group for concerned men on is,sues of rape and violence against women
meets the first Wednesday of every month
from 7:30-9 pm in room E51-218. The ses-'
sions are supported by the MIT Office of
Student Affairs and sponsored by MIT
-students. Sessions will be devoted to such
topics as discussions of rape, sexual violence, sexual harassment, pornography and
rape, and other subjects. The discussion
group is aimed at university students as
well as the larger Boston/Cambridge area
community. For further information, call
Jeff at x3-2633.
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O Reports, manuscripts, theses,

lA_
I
2

APPLCATIolONEADLINE.:
FRIDAY,: DECEM~BER 7,1990.

dissertations, proposals, letters,
and resumes from draft versions
to final laser printed product.

V

o Graphic and scientific text
capabilities. Modem lransfers,
scanning, and other computer
services available.

e

SPONSORED BY THE OFFICEOF THE DEAN,

I

SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCE

O Fast service, morning pickup
available upon request

a
is

C1 Telephones answered 24 hours
aday, 7 days a week.

CaU: (617) 426-5088
DH ASSOCIATES,
186 Lincoln Street, Boston, MA
I-
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Of course, the next day, I'm not really in
the mood for spaghetti and sauce again,
so I have to figure out something to do
with the stuff.
The results of the attempts have ranged
from quite good, to edible, to how-couldI-have-possibly-thought-this-would-workout - and, by the way, using spaghetti instead of elbow macaroni in macaroni and
cheese is actually not too bad. One of my
favorite dishes to have came out of all this
experimentation, however, came when I
decided to go Chinese with it.

SUPPOSE IT IS NOT VERY OBVIOUS

This week's recipe was born because
spaghetti comes in one-pound.-boxes. I had
always thought thiis was, a little odd, because a decent-sized serving is about 2/3 of
a pound,, so unless you have-some multiple
of three people eating, you either hdve to
have some extra left over, or leave opened
boxes of spaghetti lying around your
room.YWell, I like to cook integral numbers. of
things, so I usually end up with about %3
of a box of cooked spaghetti as leftovers.

--

Stir the soy sauce, sesame oil, and
minced ginger together. Now, ideally, you
should let this sit overnight in a fridge.
This allows for the ginger to dissolve into
the soy sauce and sesame oil, and makes
the whole mixture-more flavorful and not
so strong. If you are pressed for time,
heating the sauce for 10 minutes over a
low flame is acceptable.

I

-

-
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·
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Toss the spaghetti into your wok (a
large frying pan will do fine), and immediately stir in 3/4 of the sauce. After five or
so minutes, add the pine nuts and sesame
seeds. Continue stir frying, adding more
sauce if things start getting too dry. After
some time; toss in the scallions. Once you
add the scallions, you have three more
minutes of cooking time - any less and
the scallions won't be properly cooked,
any more and they will burn.
I usually like the spaghetti to be a little
crispy, so I fry it for about 12 minutes after adding the pine nuts and sesame seeds
before adding the scallions.
Once it is done cooking, remove from
heat, and dump in the remaining sauce
mixture, or straight soy sauce if you prefer
- otherwise it will be a little on the dry
side. Serve immediately. Makes two
portions.
Good luck and good eating.
(Please write to kevinf@athena if you

would like to see more recipes of a certain
type in this column, or if you have any
comments or suggestions. - KF)

conveys desperation without depressing
Dramashop'(Continued from page 8)
by Emily (Kellie Wills '91) whose disposition remains a mystery for much of the
play,-until she suddenly gets the spotlight
and bursts into song to tell her sad story.
Griever (Michael Priedhoff G) is portrayed
as the outsider-to all this, trying tofit in,
and eventually realizing he doesn't.
The play-is also enjoyable because vari,

III

leftover cooked spaghetti
soy sauce
sesame oil
ginger, minced or finely chopped
scallions, chopped
sesame seeds
pine nuts (available at Bread and Circus)

-

C1

--

--

Chinese Style Spaghetti

that this is, iii fact, a weekly columns
Based on the past coiuple of months
one might think it is more of a
monthly type thing. But, with midterms
over, and getting quasi-used to being on
grades, things should be a bit more regular. Not to mention, now that I've just announced that this is weeklyi thinking of
those thousands of readers who would be
let down every time they expect to. see a
also -help
column - and don't -will.
encourage me to write.

;

I
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ous interesting topics are talked about during the party scene. The characters discuss
whether movies or written words convey
ideas better, or why we all get depressed
on Sunday nights. But my favorite idea
was that of Norbert, who said, "Have you
ever wondered if what you see as blue,
other people see as blue?"
Blue Window had an overall professionIL

--

I

·--

-

al touch to it - even all the little things
were done well. When Emily suddenly
started to sing, the other actors froze, and
the lights shifted off them and onto Emily
in the same instant; ringing phones
stopped ringing precisely when they were
answered. Though these are seemingly minor successes, they add quite a bit to the
overall impression the play has.
'
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OUT

FIND

Listings

HOVC7

Student activities, administrative offices,
academie departments and other groups both on and off the MIT campus - can

list meetings, activities, and other
announcements in The Tech's 'Notes' sec-

TO

tion. Send items of interest (typed and
double spaced) via Institute mail to "News
Notes, The Tech, Room W20-483," or-via
US mail to 'News Notes, The Tech, PO
,Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge, MA
02139." Notes run on a space-available ba,sis only; priority is given to official Insti-

~tute announcements and MIT student

-_

TRUSTEE

ac,

,tivities. The Tech reserves the right to edit
all listings, and make's no endorsement of
'groups or activities listed.

NOV. 7, 1990
The Cambridge Forum presents "Whast as -.
America's M1Uy.Mfty Mbox Nosr feat>rti
ing Kosta Tsipis, Director--bf- the Program
in Science and Technology for International Security, MIT. 8 pm at 3 Church Street,
Harvard Square.
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'Materials Enosering and Yemnts: S~ow

Experience DUAng a Recent Sabbatie
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Nov. 8, 1990
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Osaka," a talk by Professor Julian Szekely
of the MIT Department of Miaterials Science and Engineering, 5:30 pm in Room

sca@1ENztNG

E51-31 1.
Peace Corps at MIaT Find out how your
degree and skills in math, science, linguistics, urban planning, and civil engineering
can be put to work overseas by attending
an information session at the Information
Table of the Student Union Lobby, 10 am
to 4 pm, and at a film seminar and discussion at 4:30 pm in Room 4-145.

.;

cossrtassIl

i· -

INVITES ALL STUDENTS
TO AN OPEN M1EETING

Nov. 14, 1990
The Cambridge Forum presents "l7e Conventional Weapons Scene" featuring Paul
Doty, Chair fo the Arms Control Committee of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences. 8 pm at 3 Church Street, Harvard Square.

WEDNESDAY
NOVEMBER 7
7:00-9:00 P.M.

NOV. 15, 1990
Pkasures From the Past:Rcthinking Fibm
Music and Pcrformance: Professor Edward
Turk will draw on his current research into
musical performance, genre and gender in
the operetta film of the 1930's; Professor
Henry Jenkins will discuss-his recent work
on representations of gender among male
and female comedians of the early sound
era; and Professor Peter Donaldson will
analyze performance and visual texture in
selected film adaptations of Shakespeare.
4 pm to 6 pm in the Bartos Theater for the
Moving Image in the Wiesnbr Building.

MEZZANINE LOUNGE
STRATTON STUDENT CENTER

Nov 29, 1990
Access to Government Infomation: Prudence Adler, Jane Bortnick, and Jay
Lucker discuss how to facilitate more
"transparent" access to the wide range of
federal STI; how to manage and archive
the exploding amount of scientific data;
and how to resolve data policies associated
with communications networks. 4 pm to
6 pm in the Bartos Theater for the Moving
Image in the Wiesner Building.
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LEARN RUSSIAN Of!THE
BLACK SEA!
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imetiolden Savings
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5 DAY TOUR: JUNE 11 - AUGUST 5
- 6R

FOR FURTHER DETAILS COME-TO A
MEETING & PRESENATION ONJNEAR Vi*R CAMPUS:

TUESDAY NOV. 6, 1990
3:00 Pm - 6 pm
The Commons Room
Building E51-218
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SPOiTZ
- Seltzer inoriginal old-fashioned
spritzer bottles.
*No more carrying heovy bottles;
- No recycling problem/
Easy on the Eorth.

I

* Nevergoes flat/
fizz to the bottom of the bottle.
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$25
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OFF. 14K
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OFF 10K

e

Jostens' Lifetime

Put your harids on substantial savings
when you onder your class ring during
Jostens' Rini gDays at the Sloan School
and the M.I T. Coop at Kendall. M.I.T.
rings are avcailable for undergraduates,
graduate stuidents and alumni.

Golden Warranty!
> Resize your ring at any time- FREE

Call now to arrange delivery to
your home or business.
SpritzSellzrCompany

3 CAMBRIDGE
M-F 9:1 5-7TH
SAT 9:I5
OPEN SUN. THRU) XMAS

-5:45 WNINE ~~
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What?
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Phone(617)739-2770

C

a

Discuss Your Future
FM
With General Electri
'Who?

i=

RBCQP"'yedi

materials or workmanship n either a
simulated sW'ne or ring FREE
FrEEato
yeanecriumor

MIT COOP AT 'KENDALL a5-..-x-

SECIZER HOME DEUVRY

I

···-

FU r

DAFNA RONN-OXLEY AT TADMVIRTUS UTIED
1--274s9121

e

$100 OFF 18K

P-'n

OR CALL:

__

E

en

A representative of the Ministry of Education of the Russian Federation will be with us at the meeting

_

,
;

November 7 i AM-1,PM-S.
; At T*eoSlanhScAol
:;
November 8 8r9 .
11AM 4PM
__
At The MALT.
Coop At Kendall

10 DAY TOUR: JUNE 11 - AUGUST 20.

_
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_Jostens' -Ring.Days
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PLUS...
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IN SOCHI, RUSSIA,
8 WEEK RUSSIAN LANGUAGE COURSE

I,,
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BS and MS -candidates iin electrical engineering-,,
mlechanical
science,
engineerihg-;computer
chemical -engineering, al,eronautical- engineering,
and nuclear engineering.

, ----.,-

I,

The General Electric Techrnical Recruiting Tarn will
be conducting campus intverviews-At -the Pladerh~fnt
Office for challenging caireer opportunities within
--one of the most diversified companies in the wvorld.
Contact the Placement Office, to schedule san
interview with one of aiur technical managers.
such as:
are available,
Various entry level alternativfesDchansa
nineig
0 Edison Engineering Prc
* Manufacturing Manageiment -Program
* Chemical-Metallurgical Management Program
I

'OSoftware Technology P Orograme
e Individualized Direct Pi fieldetlacement
opotuiie:iti
Opportunitie's exist in such
Plastics
f
i Artificial-Intelligence
• Expert Systems
Cetechnica
• VLSI
Software Engineerinabs
* Robotics
*Signal Processing
* CAD/CA E/CA M
MContgram
e Computer Graphics
-For more information on these. programs and the
major business areas availlable, refer to the General
Electric file located in your placement office.

When and

Wednesdays November 14th * and, Thursday, November

Where?
What else?

15th at the Placement Office

Sign-ups commenced Tuesd;ay,:f3ih.

·-.-:

IW *

TICKETS AVILA{BLE AT:
Ag~r~,~Mmui~be~t

entoCALL
nx

A
er-

61 7931200
An

&;carkx

Audi deaers with a test drive. Licensed drivers only.
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The future is working
at General. Electric

All Shows 7:30 pm
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By John Thompson
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Mulblerry Child- Care Centers 248-9775
Boston
Cambridge (MenmP1Drivei 354-4945.
547-9540
(Concird Ave.)
Somnirille .(Davis Sq.) 666-9007
Infants thru kindergarten

.
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Classified Advrtising in The Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each ·35
words or less. Must be prepaid,
with complete name, address, and
,phone'number. The Tech, W20483; or PO Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge, MA 02139.
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-Well Take it Back
Credi Towards a New One
I-(Or Something Else from Apple)

Ski, Inc. seeks campus sales
representatives. Make your own
hourVi'sdieing our new age product.
Straight conmissio pay of 12.8%
'revenues' gendrbtstti-tCall · Director
of Campus Marketing, Peter Frgee-=
manm.collect at (603) 669-7593.-;

4ProX

,..For

Folk/Classikal-Gultar Lessons
Bach toethe Beatles. James Taylor,
Paul Simon, Neil Young, Dylan, and
more! BeginnOer to advanced. Convenient Beacon Hill location. Best in
Boston! Call 367^5067 nowl --

·'.

4wall

I
1

Best Fundraiser on- Campus!
Looking for a -fraternity, sorority
or student organization that would
like-to make $500- $1,000 for
a one week on-campus marketing
project.-Must be organized and
hardworking. Call Jennifer or Kevin
at (800) 592-2121.
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Homes for $1.00,:.-reWhy Rent?
For
I pos. Govet giveaway programsr

information call 504-649-0670
Ext. R-871.
Free Spring lBreak Vacation in Cancunl College Tours, the nation's
largest and most successful spring

break tour operator needs enthusiastic campus representatives. Earn
a free trip and cash. Nothing to buy
- we provide everything you need.
Call Bob at 1-800-395-4896.

Ready for a change? Now's your chance to g(et $$
for your old Macintosh equipment and put them
toward the Macintosh (or LaserWriter, or CD ROM
Drive) of your dreams! The MIT Microcomputer C .enter
I

The Tech SubScription Rates: $17
one year 3rd class mail ($32 two
vears); $44 one year 1st class mail
1$86 two years); $49 one year foreign; $8 one year MIT Mail (2 years
$15). The Tech, WV20-483; or P0
Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge,
MA 02139. Prepayment required.
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will be holding Trade-Up Days on November 9, 16, &
30 and December 7 & 14.
Stop by the Microcomputer Center in the lower
level of the Stratton Student Center (W20-021) for more
information.
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Anyw'here

TRAVEt
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10
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And call May'a Computer at 1-800-541-2318 for
prices and to schedule a date to Trade-Up!

AU Travel Arrangeptents
Eurlalpasses - Amtrak
Major Credit Cards Accepted

~·~~~,.~·:

MIT Microcomoputer Center

B

110S Massachusetts Ave.

MIT

Cambridge
492b2300
-
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Stratton Student Center, W20-021
253-7686, mcc@mit.edu
Monday Noon-4:30pm
Tuesday- Friday 1Oam- 4 30prr

nformation Systems

All produd names are tradermarks of their manufacturcrs.
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Salomon Brothers Inc

Quantitative Applications Computer Analyst
Salomon Brothers Inc is an-international investment banking firm that makes
markets in securities and provides a broad range of underwriting, financial
advisory and research services to governments, corporations, and institutional
investors.

-

The BOND PORTFOLIO and EQUITY PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS GROUPS work with
Sales, Trading and Investment Banking to help Salomon Brothers' clients quantify and
implement investment, capital raising, hedging, and asset allocation strategies. The Groups
concentrate on the quantitative aspects of equity and fixed income assets and liabilities

|
|
|
|

with special focus on mortgages, interest rate and currency hedging, option valuation,

|

investment portfolio strategy, borrowing strategy asset/liability management and corporate
finance issues. The implementation of the quantitative research requires the development

of sophisticated computer tools.|

REQUIREMENTS:

.

Academic Background:

B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in a quantitative field such as CqWpute-r
Science, Engineering, Mathematics, Operations; Research,
Statistics, or Finance.
-

E

b

W
r

e:

Additional Skills:

Good programmiing, analytical, and interpersonal skills'arte|
required. Knowledge of, the financial markets is viewed
positively but is not nlecessary-

,Salomon Brothers Inc - Research Depatnent Hril Interviewv on Camp~u

|

s

{|

Febtrzy 4, 1991|I

I
I.I

Resumes should be submited to-

t
IE
i
I

BPA lReeoniter
Salomon BrothersInc
Bond PornfolioAnalrys Group
One New York Plyza 44th Floor
New York, New York 10004
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theglob1a energy ad
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chemWal company,
1i8nterviewi on
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tes. Come tell
can
us about yourself,

and dswoar V" big
busings where you
can make a
ilffererice.

I
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Ongwpus

Tau Beta- Pi President Derek T.--Mayweather '91 presents a check for $750 to Comnu-L
nity Service Fund Co-Chairman -Royce-Flippin, as TrBPi Senior Faculty Advisor John A.
Tucker- and CSF Secretary Sarah Eusden look on. The check represents 10 percent of
the earninds from TBPi's career fair, held. last week
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(Continutedfrom page 1)
Residents could notagree on
whether first or second,floor residents had sufferedd-,more damages. Watson said that the dormitory had --suffered minimalstructural damage.
According to William McCue,
a Physical. Plant counsel opera.
tor, such things occur rarely.'.
Physical Plant described the
flooding as "extensisve water
damage."
The fire alarm was automatically activated after the sprinkler
pipe was ruptured, and residents

-M -W - -

WE
I

MEN

Sought:

Cherrdcai Enrinering
(SS, SM, ScD/PhD)
CMI Engineering
(SB, SM)
Elecbic Engineering and
Computer Science
(SB, SMl)
Mechanical Engesring
(SB, SM)

-

that the MIT Housing Office recommends, the purchase of individual insutance policies. He
added that if a person or group
of people were responsible for
the incident, then additional decisions regarding liability might be
made.
Watson was impressed by resi-.
dents' ability to cope with the situation, "Students on the floor re- I

quickly evacuated the building.
Many, secon -flor residents tried
,-to save their belongings, and did
not leave until Campus Police officers ordered them to do so.
Residents were not allowed to
return' to their rooms until an
electriciandeemed the'giea saf.
First, to enter the building were
volunteers from among the residents; who helped the firemen
and police in cleaning up some of
the water.,
Watson did not.have an estimate of damage to personal
property, but reminded students

Wop

-w

-

Baker--HOU.se 2nd floor floods

DiipOrln and

us l.

Management Science
(SB, MBA)

sponded magnificently, in a spirit
of cooperation' to help clean up
the area-, hle said.
~
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JESUS CHRI-SiT

at 7pm Wednesday, 7 Nova
Room 8C119
Michael Courtney of Covenant Church will
be speaking. Call 621-1036 for m-ore info.
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COMPANY
INFORMATION

SESSION
Wednesday,
November 14, 1990
7:00>m - 9:00pm
Building 4, Room 149
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pie rs prepare for,natmionals
later, Wellesley conceded point
(Continuedfrom page 24)
again.
,No.
7 on a kill error, then anothMIT hit a strong .500 game in er point on a defensive miscue,
the final game, finishing the' -prompting Wellesley coach' Sue
match with'a relatively- high .273 Daggett -who had been selected
team kill fraction . ' -. 'NEWS 1990 Coach of the Year T Engkinee-r's -btuilt a" 40-lI d- to i timeout.
The
before Wellesley. scored on-Cindy,Dggoett's advice, however, was
Parrish's Ion g shirt (one of 'the- not-,enough..to stop MIT,, which
few mistakes -sh6e--made'--on 'the- -' puslied,:its -lead -to .11-2 with- a
day). Parrish'hiv .375~n h ia~.- god idflan
ig'b-OrgnCl
match, with, 16-klS

White Aps Auto Body
CoffisionExperts

Compkte {Body1Vk & painting
9V rfY
Save 5 % w youlr

sity."

MIT hopes to keep that intensity as,-they prepare for the
NCAA tournament. They Engineers leave for Michigan Wednesday evening.

added nine. kills at. a'-.'333
'a,,-,
'Haii-'-semrce fwinneri..-' ':
The score"' sald.i
-afe^ '* onso, -seiv'd frmac
M IT went ;aheud, 6-2 --on ftr.
t -and`,--aftir thrcee--volleys,
rish's weak-,side tip ',Six sideouts , Parrib sent a two set screaming

v'

Thfone 876-5002
I16

Tew~hey.-rele-as - -ke'gba-Jl changes-.,,
(Continued firomn page 1):-- ._
items cons~titu~te"'a-_keg ,for the-:-

first appeared in this year's edit
of the Basic Regulations of.-.
the'-Institute Hsouses. The word--~
ing of the policy illthat booklet
which simply stiated that "la4]s

Wtion

SEX

S|

keg~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~o
mirror.
I on't a~l
think.
in all,
0--c' d ihe
mcodifcatirg'] thevnisiiui

ii

kag banTplivying grotps

XfroTh

G

-af

cor[ncoumptiong]'ulb relpotibely
~
mriinor "Alei
'
al-Id ont, thn-,;.ae-Tte-^;-fti
,.0.~ ~~

Itwas easy. He simply hooked up with A&S Takeout
and they had delicious Swordfish Dijon waiting for
him. He could have ordered anything from New York
style deli sandwiches and knishes to a fresh garden
salad and Buffalo Wings. The same famous SOS
Restaurant fare. With the same generous portions at
very affordable prices too. So the next time you
want great lunch, breakfast or dinner= .
~~for one or 21 -pick up the phone
and get S&S Takeout
~~~~~~~~on the line.
- i]

hs year kegAs w hldbe b =annled t
f

hrad onfshaesad many stuenrlts,

o

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~whotought

.

CAMB-RIDG..E MANA*
L AN~D SWRDIS
WITH PHOE LIN*E*

Notification of the keg ban

purposes o -the~-ban.. "Kegs -,are,'
for the purpose of Ah^is. poficyjtoq,
be defined~as kegs,, ha~lf-kegsgand -.
pony kegsjbeheIletter says. S-,

thae bancomplised muhto
1_a.r?
*ehfl

~

~

~

e~t ~~titdt

ht~

ee

~~h

~ _-

130 {Brookfine St.
CamG.,Mass. 02139

into the Wellesley deep left corner to give NUT the victory.
Which, of course, sent the Engineers screaming onto the court
to the cheers of the many parents
assembled.
"I think we earned it 'today,"
said Parrish after the match. "We
executed. Everybody was moving
and talking. We kept the inten-

-,,Pw~,
_hle".i - y "a Ala dn er 1j,,e kJ11i'.n
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Counseling X~~~~Coselinkln

g
ai'
-HTV4I
blood screen.-MSellQI
'Xf--,--,A.ng -se
ie-r-available -for individuals,.- -.The Samarit$n
tseone, to talk, to- concerned
bWuthIS -,Fosre
morte vinfrmsatio
Council Travel Services is offering stuand befriendx'-y-oiu, a're '-on.&r1'3A hours a scae ihAD-,iw oeifrain.
dent tours of the Soviet Union. For a free
about
oe this free confidential service sPdftl-- ''brochure and information, contact Council
day, 7 days -a week`. .The-"'enlter; at o
Commonwealth',Avenue^,'-Keninore-Squar e,"
re-I bythe Departm~ent ofPublic Health Travel S~ervices at tfie" Student Center,
is oen
rom.8 a'lt~im. eversjdy~
d
,, ad ,C~ounsejing Services, call 5i2 4090, - 20-084-o'o by calling (617) 225-2555.
people to co uwit7,,^-=OdAre
= ee2-,-:,;-;-tt,,
i
and completely -Onfieditial. Ca~ll 1b47- - oto
alA ct**'
A nwPentagon Audit Project provides
0220. ~
~ ''.''
''x
~ ~ -@det'ailed
'listings of military contracts
*R<~~~~
-t
w aentig is a t
job. If yuned -e awarded to local companies and colleges
Getting
'
DP
¢
of -heip surviving t ghepantgexrec
iaclross the United States. The system can
drugs
becog.
ar
.':preS4m.l or'' t
-epily-SPotNw n aet
systems are made or based in their area, or
write: Mircodej7Aonfymoug , 264':'
A
ste-.<
u-4-ee-co-sponsoring a support find out whether companies in which they
dian St., East"Bdstbn,- 2128',. (017) 69-. gr'o"up-ter-isoltted-or,''p " elmed.parents.
-wstock
aredoing military-related work.
002 Loal aeetngs;hed
te. MIT Evey Tesdy }igt folt'Spfft~f~ atii For-more, information contact Paul Brink
Medical Department, E23-364, on Mon,- Roxbur Children's Service, 22 Elm Hilf"-' t<'l)-241-7066'
i5
daysfrom1-2pm.
-Ave., Dorchester.,-,
- .,,.*
*' .* '
- The -Famnily Support Network is alto'
The Greatei'r'inhps- -Area Veteran's sponsoring a support group for teen parOutreach Center is hofdfi4'rap1iSi0ons for -ents,, every Thursday night from 6 pm to
Vietnam veterans every .!v deay (eiidot, - 8 pnA,,a't Roxb ry Children's Service.
the third week of- the month, -when they
.''
will beheld Thursday) at 7 pm:. Thiere is '***s 2-vjI
also a group for the wives of Vietnam vetToday, more thay one million men and,-,
T4
i1N
LY.
erans. For more infornation, call 879- ' women are demonstrating by their personal,.___._.
9888.
9 -examnple
that, alcoholism is an illness that
* *e *
~~~~can
be arrested. If you have an alcohol reThe Cambridge Dispute Settlement Cenlated problem please get in touch with the
iter has announced that it is making its serAlcobolics Anonymouls group nearest you
I
vice of mediating disputes available 'to
- with complete assurance that your anoIroommates in the Cambridge area. Those
nymity winl be protected. Call 426-9444 or
iinterested in using C;DSCs service to rewrite: Alcoholics -Anonym ous, Box 459,
solve a roommate dispute or any other disGroned Central Station, NY 10163. You will
Ipute should contact the mediation center at.
receive free information in a plain
i876-5376.
envelope.

N

Inrm

Take Out * Catering

AGreat Find Since

1919.

(fast, Lunch, Dinner. Mon.-Sat. 7:00am-12:00mid, Sun. 8:00am-1 1:00pm
wan Square, 1334 Cambridge St., Cambridge, 354-0777, FAX: 354-6924.

---------

ATIONS COMMITTEE

INTERVIEWSI

Are you concerned about the 5.5 % Coop rebate?
Do you think the Coop can be improved?
Well, there is an MII.T. vacancy on the Coop right now.

0

Sign up to interview for that position!
l

Interviews will also be held for:
HAS.S Comnmittee -,-Cultures and Societies'

$0M'lDHelftRUFT'IC

Ero*

Mount Snow \,Vermont isgiving all you college students a run for yqour-'money. Infact, we're giving you all
84 runs-,e~verthing from our six new Sunbro'Ok intermediate tra~ils"101the North Face expert terrain. And all for
$ 20. Frirm.',. .'.
F6o'r~a ta'piod"ski'rep'ort, 'call (802) 464-2'151. For more
information, call (802) 464-8501 .

Inlterview Date
Sunday, November I I1
7:30p.m.-9:00p.m.
Private Dining Room 39 Third floorr of Student Center

SIGN UP INW20 401 OR CALL THE' UA AT x3 2696,
When RHm
f
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Team play intensity carry
Engineers past Wellesley
College-in three games
By David Rothstein
NORTHAMPTON, MA - Once again, the
women's volleyball team has won the New England Women's Eight Conference title. By virtue
of a 15-11, 15-7, 15-3jwin over Wellesley College
Saturday, the Engineers garnered their fourth conference crown in the five years of NEW8 volleyball
championships.
It may be repetitive, but it sure isn't boring.
Playing at Smith College's Ainsworth Gymnasium, MIT executed well on both offense and de-

fense. It was a relief after a couple weeks of sub|par play, and a sign to head coach Karyn. Altman
' 78 that perhaps this year her team will advance
past the first match of the National Collegiate
Athletic Association Division III tournament.
want to play really well at nationals,'

*"We

Esaid Altman after the
Ethere is no question as
sto

goor

NEW8 finalg "so that
to whether we deserve

not."

_Although the Engineers finished second in
_.the nation in 1984, they have not made it past
_the first match of the NCAA9 tournament in
their last two trips.
MIT will try to break that string as it
~~takes on Kalanfiazoo College in the first
_match of the six-team regional pool, played
in Michiganl.

Should they defeat. Kalamazoo7,,which
was ranked third in-the nation in a recent
_coaches' poll, the Engineers will face Ohio

_Northernl University..,
The other three teams in MIT's pool are
~~Allegheny College, Calvin College and
_
~defending champion Washington Uni~~MIT reached the NEW8 final by
defeating eighth-seeded Mbrcester Polytechnic Institute on Thursday evening at MIT, and
' fourth-seeded Mount Holyoke College Saturday
morning, 15-1}, 15-5, 15-6. Outside hitters An-Na
Liu '91 and Susie Gardner 792 provided much of
MIT's offense in the semifinal match against Mt.
Holyoke.
^

The semifinal gave a good preview of the final match to
come. The Engineers were executing well on all aspects~of
the game except on their serve receive, which did 'not im-A
prove as the day went on. But MIT played aggressive
defense, getting good back-line work from freshinen
Coleen Kaiser and Julie HanI, as well as Liu.
In the final, Wellesley quickly showed that it was_
l
out to "match MIT's defensive efforts. Unfort-u- -<

nately'for the second-seeded team in blue, it
could not match MIT's offense. After playing a .i

Ea

strong first game, Wellesley quick b-fell behind

as the Engineers gained momentum.

,5;,

.
_

st

"Defense really carried [us], .said Altman.
"What stated to change the momentum- was.
when wve started to wnrallies; we just needed

t

to keep mobile."
Senior setter Debby Rego had an excellent
day, spreading the offense 'aound-, and allow-al
ing her hitters the liberty of a good -shot selec-t,
tion. MIT made particularly good use of the tip,
a shot which Wellesley apparently conceded toi
the Engineers in favor of covering the deep, hard
bal.l
Wellesley led- briefly in the early goings of gamel
No. 1, until MIT took the lead'at 746 as-Gardngr
blocked. Welleslefy co-captain Teresa Readling's at'
tempted tip. A Liu kill (after sophomore Colleenl

Johnson's great, flopping get of a Wellesley tip),]
Wellesley errors and a Kaiser service ace pushedth
lead to 10s6 before Wellesley charged back arid passed'w

the Engineers, 11-10. .-

rt'

That was the last glory call for Wellesley, however, as,kills by Gardner (who finished the match with 19 kills)
and a determined setter Rego quiickaly squelched the oppo-bi
nent's hopes of victory.._
MIT appeared more focused in the second ge~e, evidenced particularly by its.4ggressiveness on the serve. The
Engineers ran out t6 a 5-0 lead over flat-footed Wellesley,.
then led, 8-2 and 11-4, before Gardner's line shot for a sideout
and a Liu/Denise Nemchev '92 double block onl game pointy
ended the second game.
To its credit, Wellesley did not cave in during the -final game@
but it appeared flustered even as it, forced sideouts agai and

( Please turn to page 23)
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Football tops

WN EC 1 2-10,
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for 2d victory
By David Rothstein
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